
We successfully met our March 29 deadline to close 
on the 25-acre land acquisition on Casa Ybel Road! To be 
named The Bob Wigley Preserve, the acquisition is the 
capstone of a 40-year effort to protect the wildlife habitat 
along the Sanibel River.

“I am so grateful for everyone’s generous support,” 
said Executive Director Erick Lindblad. “It wasn’t easy to 

address a land opportunity and 
our water challenges at the same 
time, but you did it.”

The “Preserve the Land-
Protect the Water” Campaign 
will continue to focus on 
creating a real-time coastal 
observatory system using an 
array of Satlantic sensors. The 
sensors will gather continuous 
information on the water quality 
in the Caloosahatchee and the 
estuary surrounding Sanibel and 
Captiva.

“The need for this data is 
imperative,” said Lindblad. 
“With it, we will be able to push 
at the federal, state, and local 

level for improved water management policies”
The Conservation Foundation would like to add two 

additional sensors to the array funded by the “Preserve 
the Land-Protect the Water” Campaign. To learn more 
about how you can help, please call Cheryl Giattini at 
395-2768.
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Land naming honors Bob Wigley

Focus Shifts in Land-Water Campaign

Sensors to protect 
water quality

Earth Day - Celebrate Land & Sea! 
Saturday, April 14

11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
SponSored by bank of the ISlandS 
Join Us for fUn-filled activities, 

MUsic by J. robert, and food
free!

Poster artwork (done in 2006) by Sanibel School students Jordan Chase, Gabrielle Cooper, 
Colin Maw, Tess Nader, Dara Craig, Ryann Mahaney, Kaylee Fichthorn, Chris Christoff, 

Augustus Wright, Austin Ciresi, Sims Ventura, Nicole Horton.  
Art Teacher - Tylor Compton, Design by Rick Fichthorn
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The Sanibel-Captiva 
Conservation Foundation 

is a non-profit organization 
dedicated to preserving natural 

resources and wildlife habitat  on 
and around Sanibel and Captiva 

through:

• Environmental Education 
• Land Acquisition
• Landscaping for Wildlife
•  Marine Research
• Sea Turtle Conservation
• Wildlife Habitat Management

For more information
or to make program reservations, 

contact us at:
Tel. (239) 472-2329

Website: www.sccf.org
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Congratulations to the 2006-2007 
class of inductees to the Conservation 
Foundation’s Legacy Society. At a Sanctuary 
Clubhouse dinner hosted by The Sanibel 
Captiva Trust Company, seven inductees 
were honored – Claudia Burns, Peter Blaze 
Corcoran, Phyllis and Glen Gresham, 

Susan Luck, M.D., and Deborah and John 
La Gorce.

Inductees were honored for their 
contributions to the Legacy Fund 
endowments.

“You are truly endowing the future of 
our islands,” said Erick Lindblad. “That’s 
a lasting way to protect our islands for 
generations to come.”

Members of the Legacy Society fund 
the endowments through gifts of cash, 
stock, annuities and other planned giving 
instruments, and through bequests in their 
estate planning documents. If you have 
made plans to remember us in your will, 
or wish to learn more about the Legacy 
Society, please call Cheryl Giattini at 395-
2768 or e-mail her at cgiattini@attglobal.
net.

Legacy Society inductees honored

The 2006-2007 Legacy Society Inductees From left, back row: John La Gorce, Peter Blaze Corcoran, Glen 
Gresham. Front row: Deborah La Gorce, Claudia Burns, Susan Luck, M.D., and Phyllis Gresham.

Phyllis and Ron Gibson with Sanibel Captiva 
Trust Company sponsors Al and Sally Hanser.

Native Plant Nursery Q&A
by Jenny Evans, Nursery Manager

Check out the Native Plant Nursery’s column in the Island Sun!
The Native Plant Nursery is happy to announce a gardening column in the Island Sun 
newspaper.  Jenny has been busily writing articles to be included on a weekly basis in a 
question and answer format.  Topics include facts about native plants, as well as basic botanical 
information and environmentally friendly gardening advice.  If you have a plant or gardening 
question that you would like answered, send it to Jenny at: jevans@sccf.org or stop by the nursery 
and submit your question.  Just in case you missed the first installment, it is reprinted right.

Continued right
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Q: My plant is a drought tolerant species.  Can I plant it 
and forget about it?

A:  Absolutely not!  Even drought tolerant plants 
require a small amount of care to allow them to survive 
and ultimately thrive.

When you bring a plant home from a nursery, all of 
its roots are restricted to the small container in which you 
purchased it.  These roots are the primary way that your 
plant is able to absorb water and nutrients for its survival.  
As a comparison, imagine trying to get all of your necessary 
food and water by standing still and grabbing whatever 
was in arm’s reach!  As you can imagine, this is a difficult 
position in which to exist.

As the plant grows (and the rate of growth varies, 
depending on the species of plant), its roots branch into 
a network of strands and move out into the surrounding 
soil.  All plants will have roots that extend far beyond 
the plant itself, generally to three times the width of the 
branches.  As you can imagine, this network of roots will 
be much more efficient at getting water and nutrients than 
when it started.

When the plant has extended its roots into a substantial 
amount of surrounding soil, we refer to it as an established 
plant.  Drought tolerant plants will be able to live 
without any supplemental irrigation, but only once they 
are established.  Establishment times vary greatly among 
plants, and may be as short as one to two weeks for a small 
wildflower such as a dune sunflower, but may be as long 
as over one year for slow growing trees, such as a lignum 
vitae.  The rate of establishment is also affected by the size 
of the plant when it was purchased.  For instance, a live 
oak with a four-inch diameter trunk will take more time to 
establish than a live oak with a one-inch diameter trunk.

During the establishment time, you must supplement 
the water for the plant, as it has lesser amounts of roots 
than normal.  A general watering schedule to get your 
plant established is to water every other day for the first 
two weeks.  For the next two months, water your plant 
twice weekly and thereafter, once weekly until the plant is 
established.  For more information on the growth rate of 
plants, watering schedules, and establishment times, feel 
free to stop in or call the Native Plant Nursery at 239-472-
1932.

At a recent conference of limnology and oceanography, 
I viewed the works* of Ernst Haeckel, a prominent 
19th century zoologist and illustrator.  His drawings 
of sea creatures are among the most vivid and life-like 
depictions of the marine environment.  The drawings of 
polychaete worms and sea anaenomes appear to wiggle, 
sway and dance off of the page and into the reader’s 
imagination.  His observations and drawings are an 
exceptional example of the obsession of humankind with 
the unusual life forms found in the natural world.  

Our obsession with the strange forms of undersea life 
can be witnessed every day on the beaches of Sanibel.  
Shells of every shape imaginable are the object of collectors 
and beach walks.  What person do you know who has 
visited the beach and returned with empty pockets?  We 
want to protect this resource and experience for the next 
generation of Sanibel residents and visitors.

It’s hard to believe that Everglades restoration will 
affect the coast and marine life around Sanibel Island.  
However, the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration 
Plan includes projects to improve coastal water quality 
by regulating the timing and discharge of freshwater.  
Since Sanibel Island sits downstream of a watershed 

that extends to Disneyworld, it is critically important to 
recognize the status and trends of the estuary and Gulf 
of Mexico.  SCCF has taken a lead role in establishing 
the Land-Ocean Biogeochemical Observatory (LOBO).  
This multi-node system of high quality instruments will 
deliver real-time biological, chemical and physical water 
quality in the watershed to scientists, decision-makers, 
and to you, the membership.  

Unlike Haeckel’s static drawings of marine life which 
require the reader to imagine the creature tumbling in the 
surf, these new technologies record the dynamic nature of 
coastal ecosystems.  The observer no longer imagines the 
condition of the estuary in-between monthly sampling 
events. Rather, the observer is witness to conditions 
24/7 that redirect their imagination to identify critical, 
yet unrecognized linkages between themselves and the 
natural world.  To see LOBOs in action in California, 
visit http://www.mbari.org/lobo or http://lobo.satlantic.
com.  In an upcoming member update, look for the 
internet link to the LOBO and other news from the 
marine laboratory.

* Chaetopoda, by Ernst Haeckel. 1904.

Marine Laboratory
Observation and Obsession
by Eric Milbrandt, Ph.D.

Native Plant Nursery
Continued from Page 2
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Celebrating our Volunteers

Top: the Marine Lab's Molly Dawson holds up the brainteaser 
"u can knot bee beet." Above: Dee Serage-Century with 
volunteer Candi Mather; Below: Bev Ball, who served for 10 
years as Sea Turtle Program Coordinator, receives award for 
more than 9,000 volunteer hours.

Greater than 1,000 hours
Ginny Egensteiner
Hal Theiss
Jeanne Tyrer

Greater than 2,000 hours
Rose Rogers
Renee Budke
Hugh Cameron
Art Weissbach
Tory Burch

Greater than 3,000 hours
Sheilah Morley

Greater than 4,000 hours
Wally Kain
George Vernay
Bob Wiggins

Greater than 5,000 hours
George McKinnell

Greater than 9,000 hours
Beverly Ball

Greater than 13,000 
hours
Sam Landry

Greater than 14,000 
hours
Dean Skaugstad

Years Served
10 Years
Bill Burch
Tory Burch
Fay Carney
Ron Gibson
Gwenda Hiett-Clements
Sally Lupfer
Marge Meek
John Morley
Sheilah Morley
Hal Theiss

Volunteer Recognition Party - Awards 2007
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Tom Uhler
Linda Uhler

15 Years
Bev Ball
Sandy Bordiuk
Inge Glissman
Marilyn Niehoff
Ed Rand
Bill Reill
Sallie Soule

20 Years
Bill Wollschlager
Ann Wollschlager

Volunteer Recognition Party - Awards 2007

“The Ocean is tired. It’s throwing back at us what we’re 
throwing in there.”

~~Senator Frank Lautenberg, New Jersey 

Signs that the Ocean may be tired are showing up  
in gulf waters and beaches, most recently in the form 
of red drift algae.  This and other signs of water quality 
degradation are symptoms of an illness. The illness is 
known as eutrophication, which is a fancy scientific 
word for excess nutrients in the water.  Nutrients are 
washed into the water from the land in the form of run-
off from yards and agricultural areas, urban stormwater, 
wastewater treatment plant discharges and septic 
systems. Organic and nutrient-laden sediments have also 
washed into the Caloosahatchee from Lake Okeechobee 
following the hurricanes of 2004 and 2005.  

Healthy water bodies have a capacity to assimilate 
some nutrient loading. However, once the nutrient load 
surpasses the ability of the natural system to absorb it, 
the excess nutrients degrade water quality and provide 
an opportunity for algae to bloom.  

Picking up on the old adage that everyone complains 
about water quality but no one does anything about it, 
the Foundation is participating with the City of Sanibel  
and other interested parties in taking the initiative 
to  move ahead with positive action. Through the 
Regional Planning Council, a subcommittee of  Lower 

West Coast Watersheds has been formed to address 
water quality issues.  The subcommittee, chaired by 
Sanibel Vice Mayor Mick Denham, has established  
an ambitious agenda to address four sources of water 
quality degradation including: Fertilizer Applications; 
Stormwater Runoff; Sewage Treatment;  and Regional 
Drainage Systems.

On March 6, 2007 the Sanibel City Council committed 
to the first of the initiatives by approving a fertilizer 
ordinance stating “The new fertilizer ordinance is part of a 
multi-pronged effort by the City to improve water quality 
by reducing the amount of nitrogen and phosphorous that 
can pollute area waters through stormwater runoff.”  The 
new ordinance which goes into effect in 180 days also 

Natural Resource Policy
by Rae Ann Wessel, Natural Resource Policy Director

Continued on Page 6

Left top: Marti Bryant, Paul Roth and Richard Finkel at the 
end of the show; Left middle: Tory Burch, Rose Rogers and 
Hugh Cameron receive award for more than 2,000 volunteer 
hours; Left bottom: Bill  and Ann Wollschlager receive awards 
for 20 years of volunteer service with SCCF. Right: The 
Hammerheads sing "Drop Kick Me, Jesus, Through the Goal 
Posts of Life."

Red drfit algae on a Sanibel beach on January 18, 2007.



For many years the act of preservation of nature has 
been characterized as a desire to save wild lands untouched 
by humans. But recent findings of archeologists are 
challenging this established conservation framework.  

From Africa to North and South America, we are 
finding more and more evidence of ancient civilizations 
lost. And discovering the extent to which these societies 
likely impacted their environments is staggering.  

In the African Congo evidence exists of extensive 
earthen mounds deep in the forest suggestive of large 
advanced cultures capable of altering their landscape.  In 
North America there are similar earthen structures requiring 
work forces and levels of organization and engineering only 
possible from very large, advanced cultures. The extent of 
agriculture necessary to sustain these large populations 
suggests large-scale alterations in landscape use. As well, 
evidence is now available showing widespread use of fire 
in North America as a means of maintaining openness 
presumably for ease of hunting and maintaining herds of 
herbivorous animals.  

In Central America huge expanses of what are now 
lush tropical forests have been shown to be mere artifacts 
of previous cultures' abandoned orchards.   

In South America from Peru to Bolivia evidence of 
massive ancient earthworks again suggest once-large and 
advanced cultures who had dramatically altered their 
environments on massive scales.   

These areas are only coming to light because they have 
been covered up by what was previously thought to be 
pristine habitat untouched by man.  Even in the Amazon, 
the poster child for unspoiled wilds, we now know of 
large areas of artificially augmented soils.  These soils were 

enhanced over hundreds of years through the addition of 
clay shards and charcoal. Clay shards help to aerate the soil 
and allow for good drainage, while the charcoal helps to 
capture nutrients, preventing their leaching from the soil. 

While some of these fertile soil areas are still in 
agricultural use by locals, most are overgrown as the cultures 
that created them are now gone.  Again the implications 
are of large human populations that dramatically and 
permanently altered their environments.         

Thinking of these new insights from my desk on 
Sanibel I wonder about previous human impacts on what 
we imagine to be Sanibel’s pristine state.  Perhaps the open 
grasslands of the Island were established and maintained 
by Calusa through the use of fire.  Sanibel’s freshwater 
wetlands are nearly unique for a barrier island and provide 
for a greater abundance and diversity of wildlife than 
otherwise, a fact I am sure not unnoticed by the Calusa.  
These open grasslands once supported deer and may have 
provided a source of game meat unavailable on all other 
islands except Pine Island.  The difference on Sanibel vs. 
Pine Island would have been the openness of the habitat 
and potential easier hunting as a result.  

While the implications of a world marked by human 
habitation past and present may be upsetting to some, for 
others it helps to put conservation on a more stable footing.  
It focuses the justification for such work on the wildlife 
itself without the artificial distinction of man vs. nature.  
Nature is us, we are nature.  All of our actions, even the 
well-intentioned ones, have impacts on our environment 
that alter nature's course.  Our challenge over the long-term 
is to develop culturally in a way that furthers the evolution 
of connections between our environments and us. 

Wildlife Habitat Management
by Brad Smith, Wildlife Habitat Management Project Director

includes limits on phosphorus and nitrogen content, limits 
application to 6 times per year and requires a 25-foot buffer 
from waterbodies, among other restrictions.   

Following the approval of the Ordinance, the City 
heard a presentation from Dr. Brian LaPointe of Harbour 
Branch Oceanographic Institute. LaPointe has been 
studying Red Drift Algae along the gulf coast.

His research indicates that: 
- Increases in nutrient loading associated with 

expanding urbanization of the watershed and discharges 
from the Peace and Caloosahatchee Rivers could be linked 
to emerging blooms of benthic macroalgae in estuaries and 
coastal waters of Lee County.

-  Increasing urbanization of southwest Florida, 

combined with pulsed water releases from the 
Caloosahatchee River, could make protected bays and 
shallow, nearshore waters of southern Lee County more 
prone to the development of red algae blooms. 

- The inshore bays (Estero Bay, San Carlos Bay) and 
shallow coastal waters off southern Lee County are directly 
impacted by the Caloosahatchee River plume.

The results suggest that improved management of 
freshwater releases from Lake Okeechobee, combined 
with nutrient removal strategies for sewage within the 
Caloosahatchee River drainage basin, could help mitigate 
the development of these macroalgal HABs (harmful algal 
blooms) in the future.

These scientific results reinforce that the objectives 
of the lower west coast watershed subcommittee are the 
essential first steps we can make to improve water quality. 

Natural Resource Policy
Continued from Page 5

6
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native Garden toUr
When:   Friday, April 13 at 10 a.m.
Where: Meet at the Nature Center to carpool to the garden
Fee: Free to members, $5 for non-members;
 call Dee at 472-2329 for more information
Would you like to see how other people “landscape for 
wildlife” with Florida’s native plants? Join the Foundation 
for a native garden tour and you might get ideas for your 
own landscape. 

otters & others: life alonG oUr trails
When: Monday thru Friday at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.   
 thru April 13
 Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday at 9 a.m. beginning  
 the week of April 16
Where: Meet at Nature Center and proceed to trails
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for nonmembers
Docent-led walk through the interior wetlands and mid-
island ridges of the Center Tract with discussion of native 
habits, natural and cultural history, and preservation efforts. 

 stars over sanibel
When: Wednesdays, February 14, 21, 28; call 472-2329  
 for times.
Where: Meet on the Nature Center porch, proceed to trails. 
Fee: $5.00/adult; $2.00/child
Indulge your natural curiosty about the mysteries of the 
universe as we discuss constellations, our solar system, 
and distant stars within the Milky Way galaxy. 

take Me to the river
When: Wednesdays, April 4 and 11 at 9:30 a.m. 
Where: Center Tract trails and Sanibel River
Fee: $5.00/adult, kids free; children must be
 accompanied by and adult; call 472-2329 for   
 reservations. 
Designed to give kids an opportunity to learn about 
the important and fascinating aspects of wetlands thru 
exploration and investigation of our interior freshwater 
wetlands.  An adult must accompany kids for this 
program. 

tUrtle tracks
When: Thursdays at 9 a.m.
Where: Meet at the Nature Center for a trip to a beach
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for    
 nonmembers, beach parking fee $2/hour
Learn about the life cycles and habits of the sea turtles that 
nest on our beaches, as well as other local marine life.

bUck key kayakinG adventUre
When: Saturday, April 28 at 10 a.m.
Where: Depart from Captiva Kayak Company located at  
 McCarthy’s Marina on Captiva
Fee: $35/person; reservations required; call 472-2329
Naturalist-led kayak outing in cooperation with Captiva 
Kayak Company.  The trip explores the area around 
Buck Key within the Pine Island Sound Aquatic Preserve.  
Participants will learn about the estuary system, human 
hsitory of the area, and the work of the Foundation’s 
Marine Laboratory. 
 

bUtterfly hoUse toUrs
When: Tuesdays at 10 a.m.
Where: Butterfly House
Fee: $1 donation
A guide will teach you about the life cycle and behavior 
of butterflies. The house is also open to visitors without a 
guide. 

desiGninG a native landscape
When:  Wednesday, April 11 from 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Where:  Nature Center
 Reservations, call Dee at 472-2329.
Fee: Free to members; $5.00 for non-members
Thinking of adding more native plants to your landscape?  
This class covers basic design techniques, contoured for 
each individual, to get you started.  A follow-up house call 
is available for members.  

dolphin and Wildlife adventUre crUises
When:  Daily, 4:00 to 5:30 p.m.
Where:  Pine Island Sound; departs McCarthy’s Marina,  
 Captiva
Fee: $20/adult, $12.50/children;
 Reservations, call 472-5300
Narrated by Conservation Foundation docents, Captiva 
Cruises’ trips are a great way to view wildlife in Pine Island 
Sound.

Gator tales
When: Wednesdays, April 4 and 18 
 from 10 a.m. - 12 p.m. 
Where: Nature Center auditorium
Fee: Free to members and children, $5 for nonmembers  
 with children free
The biology of alligators is an ancient tale of survival. Florida’s 
history of gators and humans are closely intertwined. Learn 
about these fascinating creatures and what we must do to 
ensure our safety and their survival on the islands.

Sanibel-Captiva
Conservation
Foundation

Nature Center, 3333 Sanibel-Captiva Road (1 mile west of Tarpon Bay Road) 
Nature Center (239) 472-2329; Nursery (239) 472-1932

Marine Laboratory (239) 395-4617  
Trails, Education Center, Nature Shop and Bookstore: $3/adult, children under 17 free, members free.

Hours: Open 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon. through Fri.Native Plant Nursery: Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. through Fri.

April 2007 Program Schedule 



NATuRE CENTER
3333 Sanibel-Captiva Rd.

(1 mile west of Tarpon Bay Rd.)
(239) 472-2329

www.sccf.org

Nature Center Hours:
Monday through Friday Open 

8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. from 
October through May

Open 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. from 
June through September

Saturdays
Open 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. from 

December through April

Closed Saturdays
from May through November

Native Plant Nursery Hours:
Monday through Friday Open 

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Saturdays
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

from December through April

Closed Saturdays
from May through November

Call (239) 472-1932
for information.

Trails, Education Center, 
Nature Shop & Bookstore: 
$3/adult, children under 17 

free, members free.
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Come and join the Conservation Foundation 
- along with The Sanibel School’s Green Team 
- in planting 500 mangroves.  Working with 
SCCF, Sanibel School students collected mangrove 
seedlings, known as propagules, and planted them 
in pots at the beginning of the school year. The have 
been conducting growth experiments and studying 
these mangroves throughout the year.  

Mangroves provide habitat for a variety of fish 
and wildlife, help filter tidal waters and buffer 
inland areas from storms. Planting these mangroves 
along Sanibel’s shoreline, the Sanibel students will 
be helping our environment and contributing to 
SCCF’s ongoing mangrove growth studies.  This 
Community Mangrove Planting Day will take 
place on Friday April 20th at 2 p.m. Additional 
information can be obtained by calling Richard at 
472-2329.  Please join us!

Community Mangrove 
Planting Day

The Great crested 
Flycatchers began to returning 
to the islands to nest in March.   
They have migrated from 
wintering grounds as far away 
as South America to raise their 
young. If you have seen or heard 
a flycatcher recently please call 
Dee.  If you would like to attract 
Great Crested Flycatchers to 
nest in your yard now is the 
time to put up a wooden nest 
box for these cavity nesters.  

Have You Seen this Bird?

According to the Cornell nesting bird survey there 
is little information available for this species.  Dee 
would like to hook a few Flycatcher nest boxes up to 
live spy cams for monitoring like the one in the Barn 
owl nest at the nature center.       

PLEASE NOTE:
If your mailing label is highlighted, this is your final Member update.
We hope that you will continue to support the work of the 
Conservation Foundation by renewing your membership today!



That was the exciting news 
stretching across the campaign signage 
on Casa Ybel Road. Thanks to our 
members, friends and neighbors, we 
have met the "Preserve the Land - 
Protect the Water" fundraising goal. 
The campaign proceeds will fund the 
purchase of 25 acres of wildlife habitat 
along Casa Ybel Road, capturing the 
last stretch of the Sanibel River. The 
funds will also be used to create and 
staff a coastal observatory system 
featuring eight Satlantic sensors. The 
SCCF Marine Research Laboratory 
scientists will deploy the sensors to 
monitor water quality at points within 
our estuary and up the Caloosahatchee 
to Lake Okeechobee.

"We are just overwhelmed by 
the generosity shown to us by 1,400 
individual donors, most of whom 
are from Sanibel and Captiva," said 
Conservation Foundation President 
Paul Roth. "Now we are able to preserve 
the wildlife habitat, and develop a 
more extensive coastal observatory 

system that includes eight sensors, not 
just the six we had originally planned 
to launch. We are excited about 
collecting real-time data to address 
and improve the water management 
policies affecting Southwest Florida."

Reaching the goal was achieved 
by securing two naming opportunity 
donors in the last days of the campaign. 
The 25-acre wildlife habitat naturally 
divides into three separate tracts, each 
having a border along Casa Ybel Road 
and the Sanibel River.

"We are so genuinely grateful that 
the Messengers of Healing Winds 
Foundation has secured one of the tract 
naming opportunities and Delbert 'Pete' 
and Pat Allen have stepped forth to fund 
the other," said Conservation Foundation 
Executive Director Erick Lindblad. "I 
look forward to learning what they wish 
their tracts to be named."

It was previously announced that 

the entire land acquisition will be 
named The Bob Wigley Preserve and 
the westernmost part will be known 
as the Boler Family Tract. The Allens 
will name the tract adjacent to the 
Blue Skies Preserve. The Messengers of 
Healing Winds Foundation will name 
the tract across the river from the Boler 
Family Tract.

"Once the invasive, exotic vege-
tation is removed, we can determine 
how the wildlife will be using the 
land. From there, we plan to create a 
venue off the bike path for interpretive 
education," said Lindblad. "But for 
now, we're just walking on air that 
everyone helped us do this. We know a 
lot of people really dug deep to support 
us. I don't have the words to express 
the appreciation in my  heart."

A dedication celebration is planned 
for November. Stay tuned for coming 
details.

MeMber Update                        May - JUne 2007

THANK YOU!  YOU DID IT!

Delbert "Pete" Allen (pictured left, eating ice cream) and his wife, Pat, are naming 
one of the three tracts within The Bob Wigley Preserve in recognition of their major 
gift to the campaign. Why ice cream? On a hot day by the side of the road, we 
thought toasting with ice cream made more sense than toasting with champagne!

Reaching our goal was only made possible through the generous support of islanders.
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The Sanibel-Captiva 
Conservation Foundation 

is a non-profit organization 
dedicated to preserving natural resources 
and wildlife habitat  on and around 

Sanibel and Captiva through:

• Environmental Education 
• Land Acquisition
• Landscaping for Wildlife
•  Marine Research
• Sea Turtle Conservation
• Wildlife Habitat Management

For more information
or to make program reservations, 

contact us at:
Tel. (239) 472-2329

Website: www.sccf.org
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This year the tennis tournament, now in 
its 15th year, was dedicated to Founder Luc 
Century, who has always created the glass art 
for the  tournament trophies and sponsor gifts. 
The event began on Friday night with a  kick-
off cocktail party and buffet sponsored by and 
held at Bank of America that  was catered by 
Jack & Michael Elias. Bank of America was 
the Tennis Tournament T-shirt sponsor again 
this year, and the T-shirts were designed  by 
Mary Irving of Lifeline Designs.

Players enjoyed spectacular spring 
weather, light breezes and blue skies, all week-
end at The Dunes. The Sanibel Captiva Trust 
Company sponsored  three of the weekend's 
meals, with food catered by Leslie Adams 
(formerly of  Rosie's Deli) to the delight of all 

- especially the delicious brunch on Sunday 
afternoon.  Lunch on Saturday was sponsored 
by Key Lime Bistro on  Captiva.

Conservation Foundation volunteer 
Warren Schwab chaired the tournament 
committee for the seventh successful year. 
"The weather, the  competitive play, the food 
- everyone had a great time," he said.

The Silent Auction brought in $1,270 
with gifts given by Neil Glaser's, 3 day/2 
night Vacation Package to the St. Francis Inn, 
St. Augustine, FL, Gary West, Periwinkle 
Cottage Jane Kennedy and The SCCF Gift 
Shop.

Thanks to Luc Century selling raffle 
tickets all week-end - the raffle brought over 
$1,000!

3.5 Women's Winners Jane Settani, Tournament Chairman 
Warren Schwab and Debbie Smith.

4.5 Mixed Winners Patrick Tzanis and 
Linda Wheeler.

4.0 Women's Winners Laurie Taub and 
Janet Turner.

Men's 4.0 Winners Tom Settani, Warren Schwab and Bill 
Hotchkiss.

15th Annual Tennis Tournament Raises $20,000!
by Marti Bryant, Development Coordinator
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Tennis tournament Founder, 
Luc Century.

4.0 Men's Winners Ken Monahan, Warren Schwab and 
Dave Petrick.

4.0 Mixed Winners Wayne and Janet 
Turner.

Men's 3.5 Winners Barry Gordon 
and Ron Graham. Open Men's Winners Luc Century, Kelton Burbank 

and Brian Johnson.

Thanks to our Sponsors!
Championship sponsors for this year's event were VIP/Karen Bell & The Bell Team, Wayne & Linda Boyd, Bill 

& Tory Burch, The Burns Family Real Estate Team and Martha & Rick Siders.
Match Sponsors were: Tom & Mimi Adams, Kelton & Betsy Burbank, Hugh & Fran Cameron, Mike Kelly, John 

& Sheilah Morley, Sally Reed and Pat & April Tzanis.
Set sponsors were: Steve & Lena Brown, Robin & Dick Cohan, Dick & Nancy Curtin, Don & Ginny Egensteiner, 

Bill & Carol Fenniman, Tim & Carol Gardner, Ron & Phyllis Gibson, Inge & Henry Glissman, Suzanne & Fredarick 
Gobel, George & Leone Graham, Ed & Nancy Greenberg, Jane Hanger, Island Chiropractic, Liddy Johnson, Larry 
& Jeanette James, Ed & Pat Kfoury, John & Deborah LaGorce, Hal & June Patinkin, Joan Secrest & Ken Koehler, 
Charlie & Caroline LeGette, Rose & Jack Rogers, Nanelle Wehmann and Bob Wigley.

Game Sponsors were: John & Gloria Agel, Phyllis & Irwin Bogen, Anna & John Bralove, Judi Daugherty, Don 
& Maggi Feiner, John Gee & Company, Harry & Mona Gleitz, Island Sun Newspaper, George & Gloria Martinez, 
Sanibel-Captiva Community Bank, Charlie Sobczak & Molly Heuer, Ken & Pam Monahan, Joseph & Marjorie 
Pacheco, Larry & Maureen Paul, Paul & Susan Reynolds, Carol & Bill Rosenberg, Paul & Lucy Roth, Tom & Jane 
Settanni, Victor & Barbara Showalter and Sallie Soule.

"She carried me thru the 
match."

SCCF volunteers, Jodi Cort and Tory Burch 
(middle), pose with their partners.

The crowd looks on... SCCF volunteers Ginny and Don Egensteiner 
with Board President Paul Roth.
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On Saturday, April 14, the staff, volunteers and partners of 
the Sanibel-Captiva Conservation Foundation provided a wide 
array of activities and displays for hundreds of people of all ages 
in celebration of the wildlife that inhabits both land and sea.  
The Nature Center buzzed with excitement as face-painted kids 
roamed the porch, boardwalk, and exhibit area.  Children learned 
through their five senses as they visited different tables where 
they could smell plants, pretend to be barn owls, paint animal 
molds, touch gentle snakes, and view live, estuarine creatures up 

close.  The adults who attended could learn about water quality 
and natural resource policy issues or enjoy shopping for nature-
based arts and crafts.  Local musician, J. Robert, entertained 
young and old by singing his original Florida-themed, Jimmy 
Buffet style music while playing a variety of instruments.  And, 
of course, the Conservation Foundation volunteers worked non-
stop to feed everyone – even the soy garden burgers were eaten 
by close to fifty people. Thanks to the generous support of the 
Bank of the Islands for another wonderful Earth Day event!

4

Earth Day Celebrants Look, Listen, See and Feel...      

Jenna Sheehan, Jessy Daleiden, Emily Schnars paint 
their butterflies.

D.B. Lowden and his friend proudly show their lion 
artwork.

Kids learned how barn owls use a keen sense of hearing to 
locate their prey.

Girls with painted faces paint animals to make prints.

Left to right: Sheilah Morley, Nicole Lechowicz, Nancy 
Lagan, Marti Bryant and Mimi Adams gather in the 
kitchen.

Visitors enjoy the day listening to good music.
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Marine Lab staff were on hand 
to talk about their research and 
answer questions.

The gummy rats were a big hit...

Excuse me, would 
you care for a 
gummy rat with 
your hot dog?

SCCF volunteers, Wally Kain and Tom Adams, were hot and 
busy at the grill and griddle.

Silvia Zavala, 
face-painting artist 
"extraordinaire," 
poses with some of her 
masterpieces.

    ... to Learn About Wildlife

J. Robert plays a variety of 
instruments.

People were able to see and touch the research equipment and climb 
on the research boat.
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Non-Farm 
(Residential)         

Year Orange Osceola Polk Highlands Okeechobee Glades Charlotte Lee Hendry
2003 396,79.9 2,530.0 11,458.2 3,550.5 757.4 48.3 2,978.5 10,394.5 934.8
2004 341,24.8 4,387.2 15,807.7 6,266.2 1,253.4 35.6 4,020.2 17,379.8 560.6
2005 472,22.6 6,459.2 23,233.0 11,300.4 3,358.2 165.7 4,577.9 19,615.4 2,074.7
2006 442,88.5 8,542.1 22,488.4 10,625.5 3,421.3 350.4 4,119.2 20,420.3 1,245.3

Water Quality Alert - Fertilizer 
Legislation

Fertilizer use in counties in 
the Caloosahatchee watershed has 
increased dramatically between 2003 
and 2006. The sale of residential 
fertilizer increased from 83,956.9 tons 
in 2003 to 136,249 tons in 2006 (see 
chart below). 

In response to initiatives to regulate 
fertilizer at the  local and statewide level, 
the Florida Fertilizer & Agrichemical 
Association is attempting to pre-
empt local municipalities from having 
stricter regulations that are responsive 
to local conditions.  The association 
has drafted language, identified as 
576.092 Consumer Fertilizer Task 
Force, that would prohibit local 
municipalities from setting more 
stringent standards as highlighted in 
the following excerpts:

1(c) "Local government regulation 
of fertilizer uses for urban turf and 
landscape applications is inconsistent 
with agronomic needs and intrastate 
commerce;”

2(a) “Consumer Fertilizer Task 
Force within the Department of 
Agriculture and Consumer Services for 
the purposes of:  developing a statewide 
regulation governing urban fertilizer use 
rates, formulations, and applications; 
reviewing existing ordinances affecting 
urban fertilizer use, rates, sales, 
formulations, and applications; taking 
public input and testimony concerning 
these issues before recommending changes 
to ensure uniformity of regulation in 
Florida.”

(5) "Pending the completion of the 
Legislature’s review of the task force’s 
report, and to ensure  uniform regulation 
governing fertilizer use, no county, 
municipality, or other unit of local 
government shall have any authority to 
enact any ordinance, rule, regulation, 
or other law after March 8, 2007, that 
prohibits, interferes with, or affects 
the right to sell or use fertilizer in this 
state. This subsection shall stand repealed 
on July 1, 2008, if the Legislature 
enacts legislation to provide for the 
comprehensive regulation of fertilizer 
usage to replace this section."

Florida is a very diverse state 
ecologically which makes it difficult 
to adopt statewide standards that will 
be effective in vastly different areas of 
the state.  As has been demonstrated 
in other initiatives such as Designated 
Uses and Total Maximum Daily 
Loads, TMDL’s, the unique natural 
systems of a region and watershed, 
including the habitats, soils, hydrology 
and topography must be considered to 
develop legislation that is efficient and 
effective in achieving a stated goal.  

You can help.  Let our legislators 
know that we support regulation of 
the fertilizer industry with the option 
for local municipalities to establish 
stricter standards to address local 
conditions.  The public interest is 
not well served and water quality 
conditions are at further risk by 
limiting local municipalities from 
setting stricter standards  to  address 
local conditions.   

Trickle Down Affects Of Low 
Lake Okeechobee Water Levels  

The drought Southwest Florida 
is currently experiencing has resulted 
in record low water levels in Lake 
Okeechobee, with almost two months 
of dry season remaining.  As with any 
natural system, there is a “normal” 
range of conditions and there are 
extreme conditions. The rainy seasons 
of 2004 and 2005 represented extreme 
conditions in terms of high water 
volume and flow in Lake Okeechobee 
and the Caloosahatchee; in contrast, 
the current drought represents the 
opposite extreme.  Extremes are part 
of the natural cycles. In fact natural 
systems are dependant on these 
extremes. 

The extremely low water in Lake 
Okeechobee is providing both positive 
and negative affects.  One positive 
affect of the low water levels is the 
exposure of the muck encrusted lake 
bottom to air and sunlight allowing 
for oxidation of these nutrient-laden 
sediments.  Oxidation is the process 
that nature provides to remove the 
organic sediment from exposed 
portions of lake bottom.  Since these 
sediments are one source of nutrient 

Natural Resource Policy
by Rae Ann Wessel, Natural Resource Policy Director

Non-Farm (Residential)
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Natural Resource Policy
Continued from left

Second graders from The Sanibel School, led by 
Richard Finkel of The Conservation Foundation, 
extended their classroom studies of the natural 
world by exploring SCCF’s Pick Preserve and 
documenting the habitats they observed.

loading to the Caloosahatchee, this is 
a great benefit of low lake levels.  A 
negative affect of  low lake levels is the 
affect on water supply.  Communities 
around the lake and Lee County/Fort 
Myers use water from the lake and river 
respectively to provide drinking water.  
Low water conditions in the lake 
limit the amount of water available to 
those municipalities.  In Lee County, 
the Olga Water Treatment plant 
draws water from the Caloosahatchee 
just 3,960 feet upstream of the W.P. 

Franklin Locks.  During low water 
conditions in the Lake there is not 
enough freshwater being released to 
protect the freshwater supply at Olga 
and the WP Franklin Locks have 
to limit their operation schedule to 
prevent salt water from extending up 
to the water plant intake. As a result 
this normally “on demand” lock is 
currently on a resticted lock schedule,  
so if you have plans to boat through 
the locks in the next few months 
be sure to check the following web 

site for navigation bulletins, channel 
conditions and lock schedules: 
http://www.saj.usace.army.mil/nav/
index.html

New Water Management District 
Representative Appointed

Governor Charlie Crist has 
appointed a new Lee County 
Representative to the Water 
Management District Governing 
board.  Charles Dauray will replace 
Alice Carlson as our representative on 
the Board.  Mr. Dauray currently serves 
as President and Chairman of The 
College of Life Foundation, Inc.  He 
has been a resident of Collier County 
since 1970 and Estero since 1999.  We 
look forward to the opportunity to 
work together to bring a stronger voice 
to the board on issues critical to the 
river and estuaries.  

I invite you to contact me at   
Rawessel@sccf.org to share your 
thoughts and questions.

Environmental Education
It's a Habitat Hunt at the Pick Preserve

Left: Lake Okeechobee. Atove: Water tanks.
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As the mercury continues to rise and we move further 
into another beautiful Sanibel spring, we also find ourselves 
nearing the start of a brand new hurricane season.  It has 
been comforting to take solace in winter’s short reprieve 
these past few months.  But while it’s a bit early to begin 
agonizing over the perpetual threat these storms impose 
upon our cozy little island, we should not entirely forget the 
potential for disaster that that looms over us each summer 
as the Atlantic basin begins to warm.  Hurricanes have 
the capacity to bring about a great deal of environmental 
distress within our estuary.  We have experienced this time 
and again, most notably following the landfall of Hurricane 
Charley in 2004.  However, we are not the only ones who 
have been recently faced with the destruction inflicted by 
strong tropical storms.  

The Atlantic hurricane season of 2005 proved to be 
the most active on record.  The northern Gulf coast took 
the brunt of this extraordinary hurricane activity. This 
relatively small stretch of coastline was repeatedly pounded 
by powerful land-falling storms over a four-month period 
lasting from June through September.  By the time the 
summer had drawn to a close, Alabama, Mississippi, 
Louisiana, and the Florida panhandle had been directly 
impacted by four hurricanes and a strong tropical storm.

Hurricanes and other tropical systems can have extreme 
environmental repercussions, which can be caused by 
a variety of factors. Affected coastal areas frequently 
experience a lengthy period of hypoxia (low dissolved 
oxygen levels in the water) after the storms have passed.  
Heavy river discharge and flood water inundations can lead 
to contamination and nutrient loading which often result 
in algal blooms and fish kills.  Hurricane affected waters are 
also subject to a number of other environmental disturbances 
lasting for a period of days to weeks, and sometimes 
beyond.  These can take the form of increased turbidity 
(reduced water clarity), added sediment accumulation, 
benthic (seafloor) habitat disturbance, and rapid changes 
in temperature and salinity.

Although it is obvious that hurricanes exert a strong 
influence on the marine environment, it remains unclear to 
what extent these disturbances affect estuarine inhabitants.  
A new study being conducted at the SCCF Marine 
Laboratory aims to answer some of these questions.  With 
support from the Dauphin Island Sea Lab in Alabama, we 
will be examining the effects of hurricane disturbance on 
the growth of spotted seatrout from Mobile Bay (Alabama) 
and surrounding estuaries and relate those findings with 
work done in the Pine Island Sound.  Growth is directly 
related to metabolism and is a function of the overall 

trophic conditions of the estuary.  Metabolic efficiency 
can be influenced by a suite of environmental factors, 
many of which can be temporarily, yet severely altered by a 
strong storm.  These include the acute physiological stress 
brought on by fluctuations in salinity and temperature, 
changes in water quality and trophic structure, and habitat 
loss or alteration as well as a scarcity of prey items.  Since 
estuarine organisms are resilient by nature, the affects of 
just one storm are unlikely to have a significant impact on 
their growth.  However, in 2005 we saw an entire summer 
marked by inclement weather leading us to believe that 
this long-term state of disorder could have, in fact, stunted 
the growth of organisms as they struggled to cope with it.  
This is especially true of spotted seatrout as the summer 
months are typically the period of most rapid growth for 
these fish.

This study will be similar to research we have done 
previously at the lab with a slightly different focus.  Instead 
of looking for broad trends and changes in growth as we 
have in the past, we will now be directing our attention 
toward years of extraordinary hurricane activity, specifically 
2005.  Using the life history information permanently 
recorded on the otoliths (ear bones) of these fish we can 
examine fluctuations in annual growth rates through time.  
By taking a thin cross-section of an otolith we are able to 
tell not only how old the fish is by counting annual rings, 
but also how much it grew during each year of its life by 
measuring the thickness of each band.  The process is much 
like counting and measuring the annual rings of a tree after 
it has been cut down.

This process will allow us to make direct comparisons of 
growth between years of heavy hurricane activity and those 
with normal to low levels of storm activity.  We anticipate 
that intense environmental stressors such as hurricanes 
will be found to have a noticeable effect on the growth of 
the spotted seatrout; an effect that we suspect will become 
evident when analyzing variations in annual growth rates.  
The results of this study will permit an assessment of the 
degree to which hurricanes affect fish growth and allow us 
to predict changes in growth as they relate to storm activity 
in the future.  Moreover, our results will contribute to our 
knowledge of the long-term effects major storm events have 
on shaping the community structure of near shore coastal 
ecosystems of the Gulf of Mexico.  It is important that we 
understand this so that we can better manage our marine 
resources in times of severe environmental distress.  We can 
only hope those periods of distress are kept to a minimum 
over the coming years, at least here in Southwest Florida.

Marine Laboratory
Can  Hurricanes Affect Growth of Spotted Seatrout?
by Brad Klement, Marine Lab Research Assistant
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Drift-fences are trapping arrays used to sample herps  
(reptiles and amphibians), small mammals and insects.  The 
idea behind this is to create a barrier (wall) that will alter the 
path of a traveling faunal species. The animal will usually 
follow the wall instead of attempting to go over or under it and 
become trapped in a funnel, pitfall or box trap in the center or 
ends of the wall. The barrier is often formed with commercial 
silt fencing or aluminum flashing and must be sunk into the 
ground to prevent animals from going under it. 

Currently, both the Sanibel-Captiva Conservation 
Foundation and the J.N. Ding Darling National Wildlife 
Refuge (JNDDNWR) are conducting drift-fence surveys on 
conservation lands to sample for reptiles and amphibians.  
JNDDNWR has been actively sampling for the federal and 
state threatened eastern indigo snake (Drymarchon corais 
couperi). Their annual drift-fence projects are primarily 
focused on rediscovering this species on Sanibel. Their last 
known occurrence of this snake was in 1999.  Undocumented 
sightings have been reported since then but all or most are 
suspected to be misidentifications of southern black racer 
snakes (Coluber constrictor priapus) and Florida watersnakes 
(Nerodia fasciata pictiventris). 

At SCCF, we are conducting the first drift-fence survey 

on our Wulfert Point Tortoise Preserve near the Sanctuary 
Golf Course.  This area on the far west end of the island is a 
suspected location for a possible extant eastern indigo snake. 
Wulfert Point’s low traffic, vast upland and somewhat remote 
location makes both our and JNDDNWR conservation 
lands’ a likely place for indigo snakes. This was also the last 
large area on Sanibel to be developed and the abundance of 
gopher tortoises (Gopherus polyphemus) and their burrows 
provide adequate habitat for this commensal species.

We are conducting a mark-recapture study of the 
herpetofauna of this property. In the three weeks that we 
have been checking our drift-fences, we have captured 26 
southern black racers, one yellow rat snake (Elaphe obsoleta 
quadrivittata = alleghaniensis) and one corn snake (Elaphe 
guttata). There have been 5 recaptures of racers.  The two 
drift-fence arrays, containing 5 different traps, must be 
checked everyday. Cabbage palm fronds (Sabal palmetto) 
are used to shade the funnel traps so that the snakes do not 
overheat during the hottest times of the day. Measurements 
such as total length, snout-vent length, weight and sex are 
recorded for every snake. Each snake is given a unique 
number by scale clipping. Lizards and frogs are counted but 
not measured.

There have been numerous reports of pigmy rattlesnakes 
(Sistrurus miliarius barbouri) over the years on Sanibel 
Island. Although these small rattlesnakes have never been 
documented on Sanibel by any survey, museum specimen, 
roadkill, live specimen or photograph, the possibility of 
human release, accidental transportation in sod, pine straw 
or commercial plants remains a definite possibility. This 
rattlesnake is often confused with the juvenile black racer 
which is the most misidentified snake on the island. Our drift 
fence arrays are very close to the last undocumented reports 
of the pigmy rattlesnake from 2006. The pigmy rattlesnake is 
not to be confused with the eastern diamondback rattlesnake 
(Crotalus adamanteus), which is believed to be extirpated 
from Sanibel. This large rattlesnake has been reported and 
documented since the early 1900’s on Sanibel. The last 
documented eastern diamondback rattlesnake on Sanibel 
was found on West Gulf Drive in 1996.

Wildlife Habitat Management

Photo by Steve Mickletz
Students from FGCU’s herpetology class participate in the 
installation of the Wulfert Point Tortoise Preserve drift-fences.

Island Drift-fence Sampling
by Chris Lechowicz, Technical Coordinator/Herpetologist

A very attractive juvenile eastern indigo snake (Drymarchon 
corais couperi).
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Nursery Shade House Gets Shady
More than two years after Hurricane Charley, the Native 

Plant Nursery has finally had all of its shade house screening 
repaired.  Due to limited contractor availability and high repair 
costs directly after Charley, the Nursery made the decision 
to wait several seasons before replacing damaged screening.  
During this time, nursery staff became very adept at rearranging 
plants according to the shade from neighboring trees.  Because 
of our new roof, all plants whether shade or sun loving are able 
to thrive in all areas of our shade house.  Once again we are truly 
able to refer to our shade house as shady!

Nursery Updates Its Invoicing System
 The nursery is finally moving into the 21st century!  We 

have recently purchased a new computer and point of sale 
system for invoicing, inventory control, and tracking sales.  
This will give us the ability to determine which plants are our 
best sellers, as well as find out when our busiest sales times are.  
From a customer’s point of view, we will be able to find out 
what plants were purchased in the past, and figure out how 
many and what sizes of plants were purchased.  We will also 
be able to keep track of our customer’s contact information 
without having to record it during each sale.  When you visit 
the nursery in the next few months, please bear with us as we 
work out the kinks in our new system.  We will be operating 
more efficiently soon!

Native Plant Nursery
by Jenny Evans, Nursery Manager Living safely with alligators in Sanibel neighborhoods 

requires a high level of commitment and communication 
among homeowners, workers, and renters.  In addition to the 
twice monthly “Gator Tales” programs, the Foundation has 
begun working with a few individual homeowner associations 
to implement comprehensive neighborhood alligator education.  
The components of the neighborhood program include
- Laminated handouts for every home 
- Designated “Gator Greeters” to communicate with all new 

homeowners and renters about safe gator behavior 
- A designated “Gator Watcher” who periodically monitors 

the behavior of neighborhood gators and is available to 
answer people's concerns about individual gators

- Water edge alligator signs posted in common areas and 
rental homes
The one component of the neighborhood alligator watch 

that makes or breaks all the rest is making sure no one is feeding 
alligators.  Everyone must be bold enough to educate and hold 
their neighbors accountable and report this behavior to the 
police.  

If you would like to start a Neighborhood Gator Watch 
please call Dee.  Sample educational packets are available as well 
as gator signs.  Training classes for “Gator Watchers” is coming 
soon.  The more people who understand alligator behavior the 
safer we are.   With these commitments we hope for an alligator 
policy which kills only alligators which display behaviors 
harmful to humans and a safer community.

Neighborhood Alligator Watch

Recipes from the Sea
You’ve heard the old adage if life gives you lemons 
make lemonade?  The south Florida equivalent is 
provided below courtesy of: Beachcombers Buffet 
brochure for Florida Master Naturalist Program.

The Children’s 
Center of the 
Islands has been 
getting monthly 
visits by SCCF’s 
E n v i r o n m e n t a l 
Educator Richard 
Finkel.  This month 
it was the student’s 
turn to visit Richard 
at the Nature Center 
to hike to the 
observation tower, 
explore the Nature 
Center and observe 
the butterflies in the 
butterfly house.

Children's Center visits                  
the Nature Center 

Gracilaria-Cucumber Salad 
1 pound Gracilaria, thoroughly washed and 
cleaned 
2 medium cucumbers, peeled and thinly sliced 
Rock salt 
1 sweet onion, sliced in thin rings 
1/4 cup cider vinegar 
1 pint sour cream 
1 tablespoon soy sauce

Salt and pepper to taste 
 
Cut seaweed into 6-inch sections. Make a 
solution of saltwater with the rock salt and water 
and soak the seaweed, cucumber and onion. 
After wilted, drain and rinse well. Make solution 
of other ingredients and pour over wilted 
vegetables. Serve chilled.

- Compiled by Rae Ann Wessel
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Gator tales
When: Wednesdays, April 4 and 18 
 from 10 a.m. - 12 p.m. 
Where: Nature Center auditorium
Fee: Free to members and children, $5 for    
 nonmembers
The biology of alligators is an ancient tale of survival. 
Florida’s history of gators and humans are closely 
intertwined. 
Learn about these 
fascinating creatures 
and what we must 
do to ensure our 
safety and their 
survival on the 
islands.

native landscape class & Garden toUr
When:   Wednesday, May 9 and June 13  
 from 10 a.m. to noon
Where: Meet at the Nature Center to carpool to the garden
Fee: Free to members, $5 for non-members;
 call Dee at 472-2329 for more information
Would you like to see how other people “landscape 
for wildlife” with Florida’s native plants? Join the 
Foundation for a native garden tour and you might get 
ideas for your own landscape. 

otters & others: life alonG oUr trails
When: Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday at 9:00 a.m.
Where: Meet at Nature Center and proceed to trails
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for    
 nonmembers
Guided walk through the interior wetlands and mid-
island ridges of the Center Tract with discussion 
of native habits, natural and cultural history, and 
preservation efforts. 

tUrtle tracks
When: Thursdays at 9 a.m.
Where: Meet at the Nature Center for a trip to a beach
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for    
 nonmembers, beach parking fee $2/hour
Learn about the life cycles and habits of the sea turtles 
that nest on our beaches, as well as other local marine 
life.

bUck key kayakinG adventUre
When: Fridays, May 24 and June 22 at 9:30 a.m.
Where: Depart from Captiva Kayak Company located at  
 McCarthy’s Marina on Captiva
Fee: $35/person; reservations required; call 472-2329
Naturalist-led kayak outing in cooperation with 
Captiva Kayak Company.  The trip explores the area 
around Buck Key within the Pine Island Sound Aquatic 
Preserve.  Participants will learn about the estuary 
system, human history of the area, and the work of the 
Foundation’s Marine Laboratory. 
 

bUtterfly hoUse toUrs
When: Tuesdays at 10 a.m.
Where: Butterfly House
Fee: $1 donation
A guide will teach you about the life cycle and behavior 
of butterflies. The house is also open to visitors without 
a guide. 

dolphin and Wildlife adventUre crUises
When:  Daily, 4:00 to 5:30 p.m.
Where:  Pine Island Sound; departs McCarthy’s Marina,  
 Captiva
Fee: $20/adult, $12.50/children;
 Reservations, call 472-5300
Narrated by Conservation Foundation docents, Captiva 
Cruises’ trips are a great way to view wildlife in Pine 
Island Sound.

Sanibel-Captiva
Conservation
Foundation

Nature Center, 3333 Sanibel-Captiva Road (1 mile west of Tarpon Bay Road) 
Nature Center (239) 472-2329; Nursery (239) 472-1932

Marine Laboratory (239) 395-4617  
Trails, Education Center, Nature Shop and Bookstore: $3/adult, children under 17 free, members free.

Hours: Open 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon. through Fri. in May 
Open 9:00 a.m. to 3 p.m. Mon. through Fri. in June 

Native Plant Nursery: Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. through Fri.

May/June 2007 Program Schedule 

Codium Salad 
4 cups Codium, well cleaned 
1 small sweet onion 
1 medium tomato 
1/4 cup soy sauce 
2 teaspoons wine vinegar 
2 teaspoons sugar 
1/4 cup sherry 
1 teaspoon black pepper 
 
Mix dressing ingredients and pour over chopped onions. 
Just before serving, chop the tomatoes and Codium and 
toss with dressing. Garnish with slices of tomato. Chill 
and serve.

Recipes from the Sea
Continued from left



NATURE CENTER
3333 Sanibel-Captiva Rd.

(1 mile west of Tarpon Bay Rd.)
(239) 472-2329

www.sccf.org

Nature Center Hours:
Monday through Friday Open 

8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. from 
October through May

Open 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. from 
June through September

Saturdays
Open 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. from 

December through April

Closed Saturdays
from May through November

Native Plant Nursery Hours:
Monday through Friday Open 

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Saturdays
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

from December through April

Closed Saturdays
from May through November

Call (239) 472-1932
for information.

Trails, Education Center, 
Nature Shop & Bookstore: 
$3/adult, children under 17 

free, members free.
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Members come join us for an excursion to the east coast of Florida for a 
nighttime adventure on the beach. Father’s Day night, June 17, Kristie Anders will be 
leading a walk on Juno Beach with the hopes of seeing a sea turtle while she is laying 
her eggs.

Some years a female loggerhead turtle is seen emerging from the Atlantic within 
the first hour, other years it may be two or more hours. In any case, once she is actually 
laying her eggs, it is a sight that will never be forgotten.

Space is limited to just ten people. If there is enough interest a second night will 
be added. People drive to Juno and generally stay in one of two hotels near the beach. 
After meeting in the lobby, the group makes its way to the beach. Since these turtles 
are a threatened species, there will be a good deal of caution so as not to disturb the 
turtle.

There is a deposit of $20 upon registration for the trip but it will be refunded 
after the trip. People are expected to provide their own transportation and hotel 
accommodations.

Call Kristie at 472-2329 ext. 203 for more information. This is a special trip for 
members of the Sanibel-Captiva Conservation Foundation.

Summertime... and the Turtles are Nesting



MeMber Update                        JUly - aUgUst 2007 

The First SCCF Water Quality Sensor is in the Water 
Local Testing Begins

The first water quality sensor from Satlantic was 
deployed in local waters on Tuesday, June 12. The 
array of all eight sensors will not be fully operational 
until this Fall. Between now and then, a great deal 
remains to be done. )

In the June 12 launch, the Satlantic rep noted 
a few minor modifications that will simplify 
ongoing monitoring and these changes will likely 
be incorporated in the remaining seven sensors. In 
addition, Satlantic supplies the programming for 
the highly technical database that will be posted on-
line for the scientific community, but SCCF will be 
responsible for developing a more user-friendly web 
link for the general public as well as for educational 
purposes. Graphing capability for the monitoring of 
data over time will be part of both components.

Response to the recently concluded fundraising 
drive was so great that we were able to expand the 
the array from originally planned six sensors to eight 
sensors, which will range from the Moorehaven lock 
just below Lake Okeechobee to San Carlos Bay.

Left: Research Assistants Jeff 
Siwicke and Jon Guinn, with 
Cyril Dempsey from Satlantic, 
checking the transmitter. 

Above: Marine Lab  Research Assistant A.J. Martignette (right), who has 
taken the lead on the sensor array project, and Research Assistant Brad 
Klement remove the sensor from the shipping crate. Below: Martignette, 
Klement and Siwicke carry it out into the water.



While the water level in Lake Okeechobee 
continues at record breaking low levels a debate 
is raging over what to do with excess water 
from the lake. For many years there has been 
discussion about restoring flows south out 
of the lake in an effort to restore the historic 
flow pattern to the Everglades and reduce 
flows out the Caloosahatchee and St. Lucie 
estuaries.In June the Ten County Coalition 
met to discuss the concept of a flow way south 
out of Lake Okeechobee, also referred to as 
Plan 6, to provide an additional outlet for 
excess water from Lake Okeechobee during 
high water conditions.  The Ten 
County Coalition is a planning 
committee of commissioners from 
Okeechobee, St. Lucie, Martin, 
Lee, Palm Beach, Hendry, Glades, 
Highlands, Osceola and Polk 
counties that meets quarterly to 
discuss issues of mutual concern.

The meeting focused on a 
resolution proposing a flow way south out 
of Lake Okeechobee to restore the historic 
southern flow of water out of the Lake and 
reduce excess flows to the estuaries.  At the 
meeting the Water Management District 
presentation suggested that the proposed design 
would neither provide substantial storage nor 
would it work effectively as a flow way. Instead, 
it focused the discussion on the need for 
storage north of the lake.  In the end the 
resolution adopted by the Coalition removed 
the emphasis on the southern flow way and 
instead supported all means of routing excess 
water from Lake Okeechobee that benefits 
Lake Okeechobee, the estuaries and Everglades 
National Park.

It is unfortunate that the discussion 
sidelined the flow way south. There is no 
debate about the need for storage  north of 
the lake, but storage is only a passive piece of 
the water quality treatment needed in all the 
basins of the system.  A  flow way south could 
incorporate an active water quality treatment 
process, known as an algal turf scrubber, like 
the one currently being used in Taylor Creek 

on the north side of the lake. Taylor Creek is 
responsible for some of the highest nutrient 
loads to Lake Okeechobee, making it a great 
candidate for a pilot study of  algal turf 
scrubber technology.  Based on water quality 
data from 1985 - 2005 the Taylor Creek ATS 
is expected to reduce phosphorus loading 
to the lake by 4,000 pounds and nitrogen 
loading by 17,087 pounds.

An algal turf scrubber (ATS) is a managed 
aquatic plant (MAP) technology that uses 
algae or periphyton to remove nutrients such 
as phosphorus and nitrogen from the water.  

The process consists of a sloped, 
lined flow way overlaid with a grid 
for algae to attach to and grow on.  
Water is pulsed into the flow way 
and over the grid to recruit and 
cultivate natural algal populations 
to form the scrubber.  As water 
flows over the algal scrubber, 
phosphorus and nitrogen are 

absorbed by the algae and removed from the 
water.  The algal mat is routinely harvested to 
maintain the growth of algae and capacity of 
the algae to absorb nutrients.

The system can be built in a small footprint 
of any configuration and can be operated as an 
open flowing system or as a closed system that 
can recirculate water to achieve higher removal 
rates.  It is a flexible system that can be adapted 
to a variety of locations and aquatic conditions.  
In addition, ATS can be coupled with more 
traditional storm water treatment systems 
including constructed wetland stormwater 
treatment areas (STA) -- reservoirs -- and best 
management practices (BMP), to achieve even 
higher levels of nutrient removal.

And it is an economical technology. A 
University of Florida IFAS Extension service 
economic analysis compared the cost effectiveness 
of two  different water treatment systems with 
demonstrated ability to remove phosphorus:  
managed aquatic plant systems (MAPS), such 
as the algal turf scrubber and  more traditional 
wetland stormwater  treatment areas (STA).  
Measuring cost effectiveness in dollars per 
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See Page 5



The Sanibel-Captiva Conser-
vation Foundation (SCCF) had 
another successful and rewarding 
year of school field trips to its Nature 
Center.  These trips would not be 
possible without the support of 
sponsors to SCCF’s School Field Trip 
Fund.  Lee County has limited funds 
for field trips and individual schools 
have a difficult time coming up with 
extra funding to pay for school bus 
transportation to off-campus sites.  

The Conservation Foundation 
has started a School Field Trip Fund 
to pay for bus transportation to 
make it possible for Lee County 
students to visit the island, explore 
SCCF’s Nature Center, walk the 
nature trails and learn about the 
ecology of a barrier island and in 
particular the importance of our 
interior freshwater ecosystems.  These 

hands-on learning opportunities 
are invaluable, complementing the 
classroom curriculum. Without the 
generous sponsorship of the School 
Field Trip Fund, many students 
would not have this kind of learning 
experience.

This year’s field trips were 
made possible by a grant through 
the Sanibel-Captiva Community 
Foundation, The Sanibel-Captiva 
Audubon Society, and sponsors 
Charlotte Kowitch, Deborah 
Deerborn, and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh 
Cameron.  This support made it 
possible for school groups from 
Heights Elementary, Fort Myers 
Beach Elementary, Cape Coral 
Elementary and Lexington Middle 
School to visit SCCF’s Nature Center 
to experience the uniqueness of our 
barrier island ecology firsthand.  The 
Conservation Foundation would like 
to thank these sponsors for their 
generous support.  

If you are interested in sponsoring 
a future field trip for Lee County 
students to experience SCCF’s 
interior wetlands and mid-island 
ridge habitats, call Richard Finkel at 
SCCF’s Nature Center at 472-2329.

3

Learning about Gopher Tortoise Habitat
On May 29, day campers from the Sanibel Sea School 

arrived at the Nature Center to learn about what makes good 
gopher tortoise habitat.  They visited Alice the gopher tortoise at 
her summer burrow by the teaching shelter. She sat calmly at the 
mouth of her burrow while the 25 campers evaluated her habitat 
and then planted dune sunflowers, passion vine, and gaillardia to 
increase the diversity of plants available for her to eat.

Environmental Education
by Richard Finkel, Environmental Educator & Dee Serage-Century, Landscaping for Wildlife Educator

Alice

The Great Southern Flow way Debate: A Role for Algal Turf Scrubbers

Right: Participants of the City of Sanibel’s Summer Recreation Program will be 
visiting the Conservation Foundation’s Nature Center once a week for nature 
discovery and craft oriented activities during the summer.  Pictured here are 
children from the first grade group displaying their nature art after a hike to the 
observation tower.

SCCF Thanks School Field Trip Sponsors
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Nursery customers often ask where 
and how we get our selection of native 
plants.  Staff, along with a cadre of 
volunteers, propagates approximately 
half of our nursery stock; the other 
half is bought from various wholesale 
nurseries around the state.  Several 
times a year, our staff treks to the East 
Coast of Florida for two days in search 
of plants for the nursery’s inventory.  
The following is a glimpse into one of 
our whirlwind days buying plants.

Wednesday, May 9
The second day of our buying trip 

begins by waking at the Grove Inn in 
Homestead.  Yesterday we managed to 
fill our trailer with a variety of plants 
from nurseries in the Lake Worth and 
Loxahatchee area.  We then spent the 
evening heading south to Homestead 
with Lew at the wheel of the truck and 
myself as navigator, finally arriving at 
the Grove Inn around 8 p.m.  

The Grove Inn is an unassuming 
and quaint bed and breakfast with an 
interesting history.  The property was 
originally a pioneer family’s homestead.  
Ten years ago, the hotel existed as a 
“by the hour” motor lodge.  Today, the 
current owners have revitalized the inn 
with wonderful service and a makeover 
of the rooms and landscaping.  The 
morning starts with a full breakfast, 
served in a dining room stuffed full of 
antiques, a long wooden dining table, 
and a keyboard.  Paul (one of the owners) 
busily cooks and serves the meal, coming 
in and out of the kitchen while telling 
stories about the area and his experiences 
with the hotel.  To our surprise, while we 
are eating, Paul sits down at the keyboard 
and treats us to a full rendition (including 
keyboard, amplifier, and microphones) of 
“The Wind Beneath My Wings.”  Come 
to find out, Paul’s former profession was 
as a piano player and backup singer, 
working most notably with Liza Minelli 

and Tina Turner.  Needless to say, the 
Grove Inn has made quite an impression 
on us and will be our home away from 
home every time we visit Homestead.

After breakfast, we rush off to a 
9 a.m. appointment at Veber’s Jungle 
Gardens.  The owner, Leslie Veber, 
often has landscaping jobs during the 
day, so we make morning appointments 
to be able to peruse her plant selection.  
At Veber’s, we never really know what 
plants we are going to find.  Often 
we spend the first twenty minutes 
walking around the nursery, looking 
at the selection and quality, asking 
specific prices, and choosing what to 
buy.  Before each trip, I put together 
a list of plants we are looking for and 
in what sizes to help guide the buying 
process.  Buying plants tends to be 
similar to a game of Tetris.  You need 
to fill in all of the spaces, but you never 
know beforehand where the plants will 
come from, what sizes they will be, 
how good the plant quality will be, or 
how much they will cost.  At Veber’s, 
we choose a selection of plants that 
are unavailable from other nurseries.  
Before we know it, it’s already 10:30 
a.m., so we quickly cram a few more 
plants into the back of the trailer 
(double-stacked and sometimes, even 
triple stacked) and put the rest into the 
back of the truck.  

The next stop is a nursery called 
Plant Creations.  The owners have an 
impeccable sense of design, and driving 
into the nursery is like entering into a 
botanical garden for native plants.  At 
Plant Creations, I am able to fax my 
buying list in advance to select from 
what plants are available to purchase.  
Once we arrive, we drive around on 
a golf cart to inspect and approve the 
plants that we have ordered.  Then 
a few minutes later, like clockwork, 
the nursery staff appears with our 
plants and loads them on to the truck.  

Efficiency at its best!
Our next stop is Casey’s Corner 

Nursery.  Similar to Veber’s Jungle 
Gardens, at Casey’s, you never know 
exactly what kind of plants you will 
find.  Often there are many of the rare 
and unusual plants here—ones that you 
would not find in other larger nurseries. 
This stop always seems like a treasure 
hunt as you never know when you will 
happen upon the next rare plant.   Adding 
to this sense of discovery is the small size 
of the nursery: there are so many plants 
crammed into the area that it is difficult 
to get down the aisles to look at them.  
That’s part of the fun!  After selecting 
several specimens and loading our truck, 
we are approaching 1:30 p.m.

By this time, both Lew and I are 
hungry, and we make the decision to 
take a break and grab something to eat.  
Any trip to Homestead is not complete 
without a stop at the Robert is Here 
fruit stand.  This is the mecca of all 
tropical fruit stands—we often eat our 
entire lunch with fruits, veggies, and the 
obligate bag of boiled peanuts.  Dessert 
tends to consist of fruit milkshakes, and 
the staff each has their favorites:  Lew 
with strawberry mango, Andrea with 
black cherry, and I prefer a chocolate 
coconut.

After replenishing our energy, we’re 

Native Plant Nursery

We always return to SCCF with our 
truck fully loaded!  Although you may 
not be able to tell, our plants are stacked 
least three layers high into the bed of the 
truck.

by Jenny Evans, Nursery Manager
Stocking the Nursery: The Staff Goes Shopping

See Page 7
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Rachel Harris is a graduate student at 
Florida Gulf Coast University (FGCU) 
whose thesis topic is the role of human 
activities on the health of mangrove 
forests.  Below, she discusses her 
inspirations and her path that led to a 
collaboration with Dr. Eric Milbrandt.  

I have always lived near a beach 
in Naples, Florida, and this has played 
an important part in shaping my 
interests and my way of life. From 
elementary school to college I have 
taken an interest in the environment. 
I began college as an art major 
creating sculptures and mixed media 
presentations with natural materials, 
always trying to make a statement 
regarding conservation and the need 
for environmental awareness. While 
attending Florida Atlantic University 
(FAU), I changed my major to 
psychology, where I focused on 
society's views on the environment 
and an individual responsibility of 
environmental awareness.

After graduating from FAU, I 
returned to Naples and realized that, 
while marine ecosystems had played 
such an important role in shaping my 
own life, I had only taken a passive 
role in understanding how these 
ecosystems affect others in Southwest 
Florida. I applied to graduate school at 
FGCU because of my desire to study 

the unique Southwest 
Florida environment 
that I was raised in and 
have grown to love and 
respect. 

After taking a 
class with Dr. Edwin 
Everham, I became 
interested in human and 
natural disturbances, 
and the effects that 
these disturbances have 
on coastal ecosystems. 
In southwest Florida, 
the most abundant natural coastal 
ecosystems are mangrove communities. 
These unique ecosystems captivated 
me and I wanted to learn more about 
the potential impacts that disturbances 
have on these vital ecosystems.

Dr. Everham introduced me to 
others who studied mangroves to help 
focus my thesis. One of the people 
that he introduced me to was Dr. Eric 
Milbrandt. When I met with Eric to 
discuss his two recent publications 
on mangroves, we began a discussion 
about working on Sanibel Island to 
continue research.  Eric has established 
a series of 27 plots on Sanibel 
and Captiva Islands to determine 
the long-term growth trends and 
patterns of succession in mangrove 
forests. We decided to continue this 

SCCF mangrove 
study, adding some 
additional measures to 
better understand the 
role of human activity 
on mangrove health.  

Currently we are 
in the field measuring 
mangrove seedling 
distribution and 
abundance and setting 
up leaf litter traps to 
measure ecosystem 
productivity. The field 

work is expected to continue until 
October 2007 and I will defend my 
thesis in the spring of 2008.

I consider myself lucky to be 
working with such wonderful people. 
With the assistance of many others like 
Dr. Everham and Dr. Milbrandt, and 
the generous support of the Sanibel 
Captiva Conservation Foundation, I 
now have the opportunity to broaden 
the body of knowledge regarding 
mangrove communities and their 
effect on society in Southwest Florida. 
Through continued research and 
education, we can help ensure that 
our unique coastal ecosystems will 
be around for others to enjoy many 
generations from now.

5

Marine Laboratory
Graduate Education and Mentoring at the Marine Lab

kilogram of phosphorus removed, MAPS provided a significantly 
higher phosphorus removal capacity per acre than STA’s.**

This is an alternative that can provide water quality 
treatment while applying technology that will help achieve 
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) targets for the Lake, 
Everglades, Caloosahatchee and St. Lucie rivers and estuaries.  
Unfortunately, the discussion of a southern flowway at the 
Ten County Coalition did not include a discussion of 
the water quality treatment opportunities that could be 
realized with ATS technology.  We urge consideration of this 
technology as part of a water conveyance south of the lake 

and encourage you to write in support of the southern flow 
way concept incorporating algal turf scrubber technology.  
Contact information for Governor Crist, our Legislators, 
Carol Wehle, Executive Director of the SFWMD, Lee 
County Commissioners and the members of the Ten County 
Coalition can be found on our website.

I invite you to contact me at Rawessel@sccf.org to share 
your thoughts and questions.
**University of Florida, IFAS Publication FE576. Economic 
Analysis of Water Treatment for Phosphorus Removal in Florida 
by Daisuke Sano, Alan Hodges and Robert Degner

Natural Resource Policy
Continued from Page 2

Rachel Harris
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The Wildlife Habitat Management 
Facility, located at 3399 Sanibel-
Captiva Road, was completed in May 
and employees of the Foundation’s 
Wildlife Habitat Management and 
Ecology Program began to move into 
their new building at the end of the 
month. The whole department was 
previously based out of one office at 
the SCCF main building, and anyone 
who saw Brad Smith and Chris 
Lechowicz sharing an office would 
understand the need for more space!

This 4100 sq. ft. building contains 
four offices, a large air-conditioned 
room for storage and future offices, 
2 bathrooms and small kitchen area 
and a large, 4-bay garage for storage of 
equipment and work vehicles. The site, 
formerly known as Hammerhead Hill, 
is among the highest building pads on 
Sanibel (11 feet above sea level).  The 
idea of creating a habitat management 
facility -- which first took shape in the 
late 1990s -- has now become a reality. 
The building currently has 9 people 
working out of it, including 4 full-time 
staff, 3 part-time staff and 2 interns. 

The driveway to the building has 

been paved with asphalt and the base 
of the pad is crushed concrete. A layer 
of rock is being laid down on top of the 
crushed concrete.  Currently, vehicles 
travel to and from the building via 
one entrance.  In the near future this 
will be a one-way entrance, with an 
exit being created east of the building. 
There is also access to the fire lines 
on the Center Tract property for 
work vehicles on the back side of the 
building pad. 

Adjacent to the facility is a shade 
house, which resembles a lanai. This 
will be used to grow native vegetation 
to be planted on SCCF conservation 
lands. An irrigation system is being 
installed to maintain the grasses and 
other plants in the shade house.  A 
weather station will be installed on 
the roof of the building to monitor 
conditions in the center part of the 

island. This will be very useful to help 
plan for future controlled burns on 
conservation lands.

The creation of this facility marks 
a new era for the Foundation and 
allows us to move forward to meet our 
goals.  SCCF is planning an official 
ribbon-cutting at the new facility later 
this year when most of the residents 
have returned to the islands. 
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Wildlife Habitat Management
by Chris Lechowicz, Technical Coordinator/Herpetologist
Wildlife Habitat Management Facility Opens

Clockwise from below: The offices, the 
kitchen, inside the garage (two of the four 
bay doors are visible) and the shade house.

The Gulf Pines homeowners association installed their new gator signs as 
part of their commitment to living safely with alligators in their neighborhood.  
In addition they have put handouts in all of their homes warning people about 
feeding gators for the protection of humans and gators alike.  

The Foundation worked closely with Gulf Pines to develop their 
neighborhood gator watch and will make handouts and signs available to any 
association that wants to start their own neighborhood gator watch next fall.

Neighborhood Gator Watch
by Dee Serage-Century, Landscaping for Wildlife Educator

Dick Sette and Julia Thornton from Gulf Pines
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Sanibel-Captiva
Conservation
Foundation

Nature Center, 3333 Sanibel-Captiva Road (1 mile west of Tarpon Bay Road) 
Nature Center (239) 472-2329; Nursery (239) 472-1932

Marine Laboratory (239) 395-4617  
Trails, Education Center, Nature Shop and Bookstore: $3/adult, children under 17 free, members free.

Hours: Open 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon. through Fri.Native Plant Nursery: Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. through Fri.

July - August 2007 Program Schedule 

bUck key kayaking adventUre
When: Friday, July 20, 27 and August 17 at 9:30 a.m.
Where: Depart from Captiva Kayak Company located at  
 McCarthy’s Marina on Captiva
Fee: $35/person; reservations required; call 472-2329
Naturalist-led kayak outing in cooperation with Captiva 
Kayak Company.  Explore the area around Buck Key 
within the Pine Island Sound Aquatic Preserve.  Learn 
about the estuary system, the human history, and the 
work of the SCCF Marine Laboratory. 
 

bUtterfly HoUse toUrs
When: Tuesdays at 10 a.m.
Where: Butterfly House
Fee: $1 donation
A guide will teach you about the life cycle and behavior of 
butterflies. The house is also open to visitors without a guide. 

dolpHin and Wildlife adventUre crUises
When:  Daily, 4:00 to 5:30 p.m.
Where:  Pine Island Sound; departs McCarthy’s Marina,  
 Captiva
Fee: $20/adult, $12.50/children;
 Reservations, call 472-5300
Narrated by Conservation Foundation docents, Captiva Cruises’ 
trips are a great way to view wildlife in Pine Island Sound.

fisH HoUse trip
When: Monday, August 20 from 12 noon to 4 p.m.
Where:  Pine Island Sound; departs McCarthy’s Marina,  
 Captiva
Fee: $45/adult (lunch not included)
Take a break from the dog days of summer for an afternoon 
on the water. Learn about the history of fishing in this area, 
enjoy lunch at Barnacle Phil's (now under new ownership). 
Cruise by some of the historic fish houses and get up close 
to the mysterious Demere Key. Reservations required; call 
472-2329.

gator tales
When: Wednesdays, July 18 and August 8 
 from 10 a.m. - 12 p.m. 
Where: Nature Center auditorium
Fee: Free to members and children, $5 for    
 nonmembers
The biology of alligators is an ancient tale of survival. 
Florida’s history of gators and humans are closely 
intertwined. Learn about these fascinating creatures and 
what we must do to ensure our safety and their survival 
on the islands.

native landscape class & garden toUr
When:   Tuesday, July 10 and Tuesday, August 7  
 from 10 a.m. to noon
Where: Meet at the Nature Center to carpool to the garden
Fee: Free to members, $5 for non-members;
 call Dee at 472-2329 for more information
Would you like to see how other people “landscape for 
wildlife” with Florida’s native plants? Join the Foundation 
for a native garden tour and you might get ideas for your 
own landscape. 

otters & otHers: life along oUr trails
When: Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday at 9:00 a.m. in July
Where: Meet at Nature Center and proceed to trails
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for    
 nonmembers  NOTE: No guided walks in August
Guided walk through the interior wetlands and mid-island 
ridges of the Center Tract with discussion of native habits, 
natural and cultural history, and preservation efforts. 

tUrtle tracks
When: Thursdays at 9 a.m.
Where: Meet at the Nature Center for a trip to a beach
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for    
 nonmembers, beach parking fee $2/hour
Learn about the life cycles and habits of the sea turtles 
that nest on our beaches, as well as other local marine life.

off to another two nurseries, Doug Ingram Nursery and 
Native Tree Nursery.  Both of these nurseries are larger than 
the previous ones, and we have placed an order for our plants 
ahead of time.  Again, these nurseries are very efficient and 
their employees are extremely adept at loading many plants 
into a small amount of space.  By this point, our truck is fully 
loaded.  We cover the plants with a wind cloth to protect 
them on the long ride home.  After a long and busy day of 
plant shopping, we leave Homestead at 4:30 p.m.

Three and a half hours later, we pull into SCCF’s 
parking lot, weary and with tired eyes, but with a loadful of 
beautiful plants!

Native Plant Nursery
Continued from Page 4

Hot Diggity Dog
All SCCF sea turtle volunteers are invited to a 

midseason celebration on July 14. Hosted by Bill and 
Tory Burch, from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m., it's a great way to 
catch up with your fellow turtlers.  Join us on the porch 
at SCCF for this volunteer appreciation event. Guess 
what’s for lunch?
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On February 20 the 
first window on wildlife (a 
small nest box camera) was 
installed in the Barn owl 
box at the nature center 
offering a glimpse into the 
nesting habits of Tyto alba for 
visitors to watch. Through 
this window connected to a 
television, visitors watched 
barn owl chicks sleep on 
their backs and swallow rats 
whole. These images were 
never before possible even 
though the owls have been 
nesting at the Foundation 
since 1980. 

A camera aimed at 
the opening of a pileated 
woodpecker nest shows the 
chicks’ heads pop out as the 
adults show up to feed them.  
With a camera in the nest 
box of a pair of Great Crested 
Flycatchers, visitors and 
staff  watched as four eggs 
simultaneously hatched, as 
the female fed the chicks their 

first dragonfly and removed a 
the too-large lizard from one 
chick's mouth. These live 
nest cams offer glimpses of 
wildlife otherwise invisible, 
bringing visitors closer to 
the critters whose habitat the 
Foundation protects.

As of May 15, the last of 
the three barn owl chicks left 
their nest box, 82 days after 
hatching and two weeks later 
than two female fledglings. 
This slow-fledging male 
chick was found sleeping one 
day, face-down in the leather 
ferns by the butterfly house. 
But on day two, he was seen 
flying at 200 feet, landing on 
top of the flycatcher box full 
of chicks. 

The four flycatcher 
chicks fledged on May 30, 
12 short days after hatching.  
Hopefully next year's window 
into their lives will be as good. 
Both species return yearly to 
the same nest box.

So what new Window 
on Wildlife is next?  Plans are 
in the works for a live cam 
for bobcats, otters, Alice the 
gopher tortoise, screech owls, 
red shouldered hawks, and if 
we run out of wildlife maybe 
even the Hammerheads at 
work!  Now that would be 
a site! 

NATuRE CENTER
3333 Sanibel-Captiva Rd.

(1 mile west of Tarpon Bay Rd.)
(239) 472-2329

www.sccf.org

Nature Center Hours:
Monday through Friday Open 

8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. from 
October through May

Open 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. from 
June through September

Saturdays
Open 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. from 

December through April

Closed Saturdays
from May through November

Native Plant Nursery Hours:
Monday through Friday Open 

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Saturdays
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

from December through April

Closed Saturdays
from May through November

Call (239) 472-1932
for information.

Trails, Education Center, 
Nature Shop & Bookstore: 
$3/adult, children under 17 

free, members free.
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MeMber Update                        SepteMber 2007 

Nile Monitors on Sanibel

Monitor lizards, of the genus 
Varanus, are medium-to-large 
carnivorous lizards that can either be 
terrestrial or arboreal, depending on 
the species.  Diversity of monitors 
is highest in Australia to southern 
Asia.  The largest lizard (by girth not 
length) in the world is the Komodo 
Monitor (Varanus komodensis), often 
referred to as the Komodo dragon.  
Nile Monitors (Varanus niloticus) have 
been seen on Sanibel Island.  They are 
native to Africa and can exceed six 
feet in length.

Monitor lizards are imported 
regularly for the pet trade and many 
species are bred in captivity. Nearly 
half of the approximately 60 monitor 
species in the world are kept as pets in 
the United States.  Many species are 
highly prized in the pet trade and sell 

for over $1,000. However, the Nile 
monitor is an inexpensive large monitor 
species that is considered expendable 
because of their over-availability and 
cheap price (about $30 retail).  Another 
reason for their low price is their “wild” 
temperament, which is unlike many 
monitor species kept in captivity that 
are easily tamed and do not pose a 
threat to their owner. 

Nile monitors have been 
documented in Cape Coral, FL 
since 1990. That population was 
estimated to be greater than 1,000 
animals in 2005. This exotic and 
invasive species is established and 
reproducing in southwest Cape Coral 
and its range has expanded to Pine 
Island, Punta Rassa and Sanibel.  The 
Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation 
Commission (FFWCC) has passed a 
new law (Reptiles of Concern) that 

takes effect on January 1, 2008. No 
person is able to own a Nile Monitor 
and four other exotic reptiles (three 
species of python and one anaconda) 
in Florida without having a $100 
annual permit. This permit was 
created to deter impulse purchases 
and to allow the state to monitor 
how many people keep these animals. 
All Reptiles of Concern must have a 
microchip installed so any escaped or 
released reptiles can be identified. You 
must be 18 years old and fill out a 
knowledge-based questionnaire.

The first documented sighting 
(documented in a picture) of a 
Nile monitor on Sanibel was in the 
Heron’s Landing subdivision in 2005. 
After many failed attempts to capture 
this animal -- and having received 
consistent calls from Heron’s Landing  

by Chris Lechowicz, Technical Coordinator / Herpetologist   
Wildlife Habitat Management

See Monitor, Page 4



It was a summer full of nature exploration and craft activities for kids visiting SCCF’s 
Nature Center.  The Conservation Foundation works in cooperation with The City of 
Sanibel’s Summer Recreation Program to provide environmental learning opportunities for 
the campers on a weekly basis.  Richard Finkel, 
Environmental Educator with SCCF, conducted 
hands on activities for the kids to have fun while 
learning about the wildlife and plant life here on 
Sanibel.

The Sanibel-Captiva 
Conservation Foundation 

is a non-profit organization 
dedicated to preserving natural 

resources and wildlife habitat  on 
and around Sanibel and Captiva 

through:

• Environmental Education 
• Land Acquisition
•	 Landscaping	for	Wildlife
•		 Marine	Research
•	 Sea	Turtle	Conservation
•	 Wildlife	Habitat	Management

For more information
or to make program reservations, 

contact us at:
Tel. (239) 472-2329

Website: www.sccf.org
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Natural Resources Policy
by Rae Ann Wessel, Natural Resources Policy Director

Backpumping – Stay Tuned!
On August 9, 2007 the Governing board 

of the South Florida Water Management 
District took historic action when they voted 
against allowing backpumping of polluted 
water from the Everglades Agricultural Area 
(EAA) south of the lake, back into Lake 
Okeechobee.  

Backpumping has been practiced for 
decades as a way to rid the EAA agricultural 
lands of excess water.  This has resulted in 
the lake being treated like a stormwater 
reservoir for Ag instead of managed as a 
unique and critical State water resource.   
The lake is managed for several competitive 
interests including drinking and agricultural 
water supply, flood protection, and the lake 
ecosystem.  The practice of backpumping has 
contributed nutrients to the lake that have 
decreased water quality and contributed to 
the accumulation of organic muck sediments 
in the lake -- all of which is eventually 
discharged down the Caloosahatchee, 

affecting the quality of the river and estuary.   
Our new representative on the South 

Florida Water Management District 
Governing Board, Charles Dauray, expressed 
the issue forcefully when he declared  that 
contaminating the lake with polluted water 
“was wrong in the past, is wrong today 
and will be wrong in the future ... it’s 
about time we realize we have to assume 
leadership.”  Voting  for backpumping would 
be “indefensible.”  With that he joined three 
other Governing Board members, Chairman 
Buermann, Shannon Estenoz and Melissa 
Meeker to defeat the practice in a 4-3 vote.

As an alternative to backpumping, the 
district agreed to explore storing water on 
more than 700 acres in Clewiston, in old rock 
pits west of West Palm Beach and the 30,000-
acre Holey Land and Rotenberger properties 
in southwestern Palm Beach County. 
In a final statement, the Board also 
unanimously agreed to challenge a federal 

See Policy, right



judge’s ruling that the District needs a federal 
permit before backpumping. The District 
contends that requiring a permit violates 
the State’s control over its own waterways. 
The district also plans to apply for a permit 
to preserve its right to pump.  One concern 
is that this position could result in polluted 
water being moved between basins without 
treatment and this sets the district apart 
from other municipalities that are required to 
obtain NPDES permits in compliance with 
the Federal Clean Water Act.

Corps of Engineers Lake Regulation 
Schedule - TSP

On Wednesday, August 8, SCCF staff  
attended a meeting with the Corps of 
Engineers to provide public comment on 
the latest lake regulation schedule.  This 
meeting was a follow-up to the meeting last 
fall, which resulted in the Corps receiving 

over 2,000 written comments against the 
2006 Tentatively Selected Plan (TSP).  In 
response to overwhelming public concern 
over the proposed schedule, Col. Grosskrueger 
of the Corps of Engineers took a bold stand 
to retract the plan and asked staff to revisit 
their alternatives.  This August 8 meeting 
took public comment on the latest alternative 
known as “T3.”

While we acknowledge and appreciate the 
improvements this alternative LORSS TSP  
schedule offers, it will still result in damaging 
releases to the estuaries.  Improvements to the 
plan include:

Managing the lake at lower levels •	
Reduced frequency of high-volume releases •	
to the estuaries 
Reduction in the number of times flows •	
exceed 2,800 cfs and 
Setting a  lake level 17.25 as a performance •	
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Coastal Cleanup is Sept. 15
by Melissa Upton, Nature Center Manager
Conservation Foundation Coordinates Sanibel and Captiva Locations 
for the 22nd Annual International Coastal Cleanup

On Saturday, September 15th, 
hundreds of thousands of people 
will descend on beaches, lakes, and 
streams all over the world to remove 
trash and debris — on land and under 
the water. Volunteers of all ages from 
every continent will form the largest 
one-day volunteer event on behalf of 
clean oceans and waterways — Ocean 
Conservancy’s International Coastal 
Cleanup.

At the local level, the Sanibel-
Captiva Conservation Foundation 
coordinates the cleanup on the beaches 
of Sanibel and Captiva. We coordinate 
with the Ocean Conservancy, Keep 
Lee County Beautiful, the Lee County 
Environmental Education program 
and the City of Sanibel to clean up 
pollution and to empower people of 
all ages to become a part of the marine 
debris solution. Since 2000, over 2,  
000 volunteers have helped to clean 
the coastline of Sanibel and Captive 

islands on the third Saturday in the 
month of September (the 2004 cleanup 
was cancelled due to the aftermath of 
Hurricane Charley). Over the years, 
these volunteers covered a cumulative 
distance of approximately 125 miles 
and have collected an estimated 14,000 
pounds of trash.

What makes the International 
Coastal Cleanup unique is its data 
collection component. Volunteers 
record specific types of marine 
debris being found, allowing Ocean 
Conservancy to compile, analyze and 
track this data year-by-year and make 
discoveries about the behaviors that 
cause the debris. The final information 
is used to educate the public, business, 
industry, and government officials 
about the problem. Understanding 
the problem is the key to finding 
long-lasting solutions.

Our local volunteers have 
definitely helped to maintain wildlife 

habitat on the sanctuary islands of 
Sanibel and Captiva. The Coastal 
Cleanup is an expression of individuals’ 
commitment to clean and safe beaches 
and waterways for both humans and 
wildlife. It’s a way to get involved 
locally with an international effort, 
in which thousands of individuals are 
working together to clean up their 
shores – and have fun in the process.

SCCF is 
turning 40
...on October 

31 and we're 
having a big party 
to celebrate on 
November 9.

Save the    
Date!

Modeling the T-shirts given to all 
volunteers at last year's Coastal 
Cleanup.

See Policy, Page 8

Natural Resouces Policy
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Native Plant Nursery
by Jenny Evans, Nursery Manager

Meet Tara Landa, the Native Plant Nursery's New Intern
Growing up in Gainesville, Florida, Tara has always had a great appreciation 

for nature.   Any opportunity to be outside was greeted with a smile.   Camping, 
running, hiking, swimming and spending time at the beach are some of the 
activities she most enjoys.  Tara knew from a young age that she wanted to travel 
and broaden her worldview.  She spent a month in Australia, volunteering on a local 
earth sanctuary, helping to improve the landscape and learning about conservation 
and the issues facing the environment today.  It was this experience that became 
her primary influence in choosing to major in Environmental Science.

After earning her AA degree at Santa Fe Community College in Gainesville, 
Tara decided to gain some hands on experience with Florida’s native species.  

It was then that she stumbled upon 
an internship here, at Sanibel’s native 
plant nursery.  Leaving Gainesville 
for the first time Tara was excited, 
nervous and unsure of what the next 
six months would bring.  Now six 
weeks into her internship, Tara already 
feels that working with the Sanibel 
Captiva Conservation Foundation has 
been a rewarding experience.  Every 
day she is amazed by the beauty of the island and looks forward to working 
outside in the natural environment.  Looking forward to the rest of her time 
in Sanibel, Tara hopes to continue her education of Florida’s native species and 
ways to help the environment before returning to Gainesville to attend the 
University of Florida.

Need a Makeover?
Do you cringe at the sight of 

your yard (or your neighbor’s yard)?  
Is it full of non-native invasive plants, 
devoid of wildlife, and excessive in its 
water consumption?  If you answered 
yes to these questions, a landscaping 
renovation may be in order.  

In celebration of SCCF’s 40th 
anniversary, the Native Plant 
Nursery is holding a contest to win 
a Native Landscaping makeover.  
Applications will be accepted during 
this upcoming season; look out for 
details and more information in 
the coming months.  Meanwhile, 
keep your eyes peeled for potential 
nominations!

residents  as to its whereabouts over the past two years -- we 
believed that the lizard was “staying put.” 

The video filmed on June 25, 2007 by the Sanibel 
Police Department  showing a Nile monitor on Periwinkle 
Way, proved that a monitor was seen in a place other than 
Heron’s Landing. This could be the same monitor from the 
west end of Sanibel, but it is unlikely. 

In early July 2007, an employee of SCCF spotted a Nile 
monitor travelling east across the entrance to Gulf Pines 
subdivision. These two occurrences within weeks of each 
other really got the attention of the City of Sanibel, J.N. 
“Ding” Darling NWR, and SCCF. We cannot say that the 
population is established on Sanibel since no eggs, nests or 
juveniles have been seen on the island but it is a possibility. 
Nile monitors are able to swim across Pine Island Sound to 
reach Sanibel but this may only be males that are expanding 
their home range or seeking new territory.

Regardless, these animals pose a very serious threat 
to the native fauna on Sanibel. Its diet in Cape Coral 

comprises mostly insects, amphibians, reptiles and also 
birds. To date, three Burrowing Owls (a Florida Species of 
Special Concern) have been documented as being eaten by 
Nile monitors in Cape Coral.  

Sanibel is a very different place. We do not know 
what the ecological impacts of Nile monitors on Sanibel 
Island will be. With a greater diversity of birds, reptiles and 
amphibians, one can only guess as to how this predator 
will adapt.  With sea turtle nests, bird rookeries and the 
endangered Sanibel Rice Rat (Oryzomys palustris sanibeli) 
trying to survive changes in our environment, we cannot 
afford an exotic predator whose role in the ecosystem can 
only be guessed.  

An effort must be made now to eradicate this exotic 
lizard before it becomes numerous and cannot be totally 
eliminated. If you see a Nile monitor on Sanibel, please call 
the Sanibel police. Any pictures of Sanibel monitor lizards 
should be sent to Chris Lechowicz, clechowicz@sccf.org.

Monitor
Continued from Page 1
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Upon delivery of the first instrument in SCCF’s 
River Estuary Coastal Observation Network (RECON), 
the marine laboratory held high expectations for the 
instrument’s real-time and extended deployment 
capabilities.  During the past two months, the 
instruments and technologies have undergone extensive 
experimentation and we are very pleased with the 
outcome.

The first deployment was near the entrance to 
Tarpon Bay, “Ding” Darling National Wildlife Refuge.  
We were cautiously optimistic when the first stream of 
data was transmitted via cellular telephone to the server, 
currently housed at the marine laboratory.  Besides 
collecting photographs, divers collected water samples 
to be sent to the State of Florida’s Department of 
Environmental Protection Laboratory in Tallahassee.  
We were simultaneously collecting data with new and 
traditional technologies to demonstrate that the data are 
in fact, comparable.  Traditional water quality standards 
are based on methods developed for water samples 
collected in the field, then processed in a laboratory.  
The technologies we are using are based on the optical 
properties of water and therefore require no sample 

preparation.  
The results during the first month of deployment 

were intriguing; we learned that Tarpon Bay has high 
rates of evaporation and is a significant source of tannins 
(probably from the mangroves).  We also observed a 
significant rain event which decreased salinities.  As we 
move forward, we anticipate capturing numerous rain 
events and the associated changes in water quality, an 
opportunity not possible previously.  

After the first four-week deployment, the instrument 
was removed from the water, cleaned and prepared for 
mobile, on-the-water cruises.  In this application, the 
water quality was measured from water pumped into a 
large tank on board our boat, the Tucker.  Since all of the 
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Marine Laboratory
Water Quality Sensors Make a Big Splash!
by Eric Milbrandt, Ph.D.

Above: News-Press Photographer Andrew West aims his lens 
at Eric Milbrandt as he collects water samples.  Below right: 
A contour map plotted from the CDOM (colored dissolved 
organized matter) at Redfish Pass shows an estuary front..

Left: Eric Milbrandt is at the helm while A.J. Martignette 
checks the readings. The RECON sensor is not visible; it was 
housed in a box designed and constructed by A.J.  Water was 
pumped through the box, which is under A.J.'s feet.

See Marine Lab, Page 7
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Thanks to our dedicated and creative volunteers, the Conservation 
Foundation won the Blue Heron award for our participation in the 
4th of July parade.  We had seven vehicles in the lineup for the 
parade ranging from the nursery truck to the marine lab boat.  A 
sea turtle nest on one of the trailers made a favorable impression on 
the parade judges as well as our large contingent of vehicles decked 

out in red, white 
and blue.  A good 
time was had by all 
as we threw goodies 
to the huge crowds 
and playfully 
exchanged water 
in numerous super 
soaker battles.  

Special thanks to the following volunteers for their 
participation in making this such a successful event:

Shara and John Weaver and Sam Landry (especially for 
their hard work on the sea turtle float) 

Paul and Lucy Roth 
Gwenda Hiett-Clements 
David Lowden and son 

Doris Holtzheimer and Gordon Hullar and grandchildren

6

SCCF Wins Best Conservation Float in July 4 Parade
by Melissa Upton, Nature Center Manager
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September 2007 Program Schedule 

bUtterfly HoUSe toUrS
When: Tuesdays at 10 a.m.
Where: Butterfly House
Fee: $1 donation
A guide will teach you about the life cycle and behavior of 
butterflies. The house is also open to visitors without a guide. 

dolpHin and Wildlife adventUre CrUiSeS
When:  Daily, 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Where:  Pine Island Sound; departs McCarthy’s Marina,  
 Captiva
Fee: $20/adult, $12.50/children;
 Reservations required, call 472-5300
Narrated by Conservation Foundation docents, Captiva Cruises’ 
trips are a great way to view wildlife in Pine Island Sound.

fiSH HoUSe trip
When: Monday, September 17 from 12 noon to 4 p.m.
Where:  Pine Island Sound; departs McCarthy’s Marina,  
 Captiva
Fee: $45/adult (lunch not included)
Take a break from the dog days of summer for an 
afternoon on the water. Learn about the history of fishing 
in this area, enjoy an on-your-own lunch at Barnacle 
Phil's (now under new ownership). Cruise by some of 
the historic fish houses and get up close to the mysterious 
Demere Key. Reservations required; call 472-2329.

national eStUarieS dayS
KayaKing adventUre

When: Sunday, September 22 at 9:30 a.m.

Where: Depart from Captiva Kayak Company located at  
 McCarthy’s Marina on Captiva
Fee: $35/person; reservations required; call 472-2329
Learn about our Back Bay Estuary and the research and 
water quality monitoring of SCCF’s Marine Laboratory as 
we paddle in Pine Island Sound adjacent to Buck Key just 
off Captiva.  This kayaking adventure is in cooperation 
with Captiva Kayak Company, no paddling experience is 
necessary.  Space is limited so reservations are required.  
Reservations and additional information can be obtained 
by calling the Conservation Foundation at 472-2329 

reSident environMental overvieW
When: Monday, October 8, 2 - 5:30 p.m..
Where: Starts at the Nature Center and concludes on 
Captiva at McCarthy's Marina.
Learn about the history of the islands at a class offered 
to residents and those who work on the islands free 
of charge; others will be charged $20 per person. 
Reservations required. Call 472-2329.

tUrtle traCKS
When: Thursdays at 9 a.m.
Where: Meet at the Nature Center for a trip to a beach
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for    
 nonmembers, beach parking fee $2/hour
Learn about the life cycles and habits of the sea turtles 
that nest on our beaches, as well as other local marine life.

Nature Center, 3333 Sanibel-Captiva Road (1 mile west of Tarpon Bay Road) 
Nature Center (239) 472-2329; Nursery (239) 472-1932

Marine Laboratory (239) 395-4617  
Trails, Education Center, Nature Shop and Bookstore: $3/adult, children under 17 free, members free.

Hours: Open 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Mon. through Fri. 
Native Plant Nursery: Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. through Fri.
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Marine Lab
Continued from Page 5
sensors are based on the optical properties of water, the 
data were streamed into the computer in real-time.  This 
application was developed to look for sources of poor 
water quality, such as specific tributaries, canals or other 
freshwater discharge points.  

During our first cruise we managed to not sink 
the boat (which is a possibility when you are pumping 
1,500 gallons per hour into the boat), and we observed 
a common oceanographic feature, a front, at Redfish 
Pass.  A front in the estuary is like a weather front, it is 
the separation between two water masses.  On one side 
of the front, the water was olive to brown, on the other 

side it was emerald.  The sensors quickly detected this 
as a difference in the tannic content (CDOM).  We are 
planning to do a systematic survey of potential freshwater 
discharges into the main stem of the Caloosahatchee in 
the coming months with this approach.   

We expect the arrival of two additional instrument 
packages in August, followed by four more in the fall 
to extend our geographic range.  As each instrument 
is prepared and deployed to a new location we will be 
constantly adjusting and evaluating our approach.  We 
are excited to provide the first comprehensive water 
observing system at such a critical time.
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measure, not a constraint.
Issues that remaining to be worked out before the Final EIS include;
Operational policy on Caloosahatchee backflowing into the Lake and back •	
pumping from the EAA.   We do not support these operational conditions as they 
cause degraded conditions in the lake and additional minimum flow and level 
(MFL) exceedences for the Caloosahatchee estuary .
Under this alternative, MFL exceedences will increase.  We would like to see how •	
alternative storage areas, which are not addressed, could reduce these exceedences.
There remains concern about operational guidance and the seasonality of releases.   •	
How will the seasonality of releases and their potential impacts to the estuary be 
considered in the operational guidance?  
Additional detail is needed regarding the assumptions made about additional storage •	
location, capacity and triggers that would advise when diversions are made. 
Independent analysis has shown that only complete DECOMP will provide the •	
storage and diversion of flows that will protect the lake and estuaries. We would 
ask that the COE proceed with Full DECOMP to achieve historic flows.  Protected 
Species are not fully considered in the SEIS.  Impacts to Federally listed species 
must be addressed, including the Manatee and Small tooth sawfish. 

Free Environmental Breakfast Networking Event
Plan to get up early for a free breakfast and environmental networking event on 

Thursday, October 25, 2007.  This year the 10th annual Environmental Breakfast, 
sponsored by the SW Florida Council for Environment Education and the Southwest 
Florida Chapter of Audubon, will feature a presentation by Cindy Bear on her 
20-year research project on Burrowing Owls.  The breakfast is 7 – 9 a.m. at the East 
Riverside Park building off SR 80 just east of downtown Fort Myers.  To participate 
you must RSVP to environmentalbreakfast@yahoo.com and bring your own mug!  
Check out Upcoming Events on our website www.sccf.org for more details. 



The Sanibel-Captiva Coastal Cleanup was a huge success 
with more than 300 people turning out to clean up our beaches.  
Our local volunteers joined nearly one million people all over 
the world helping to tackle the problem of marine debris.  Many 
children from various schools around Lee County participated 
in the cleanup – one bus went to Lighthouse Beach, two buses 
covered the beach at Gulfside City Park, and Bowman’s Beach also 

MeMber Update                        OctOber 2007 

See Coastal Cleanup, Page 8

                         Hundreds Help with Coastal Cleanup
by Melissa Upton, Nature Center Manager
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The weather station that was located 
at the SCCF marine Laboratory has 
been	 moved	 to	 the	 new	Wildlife	 Habitat	
Management	 Facility.	 With	 the	 help	 of	
A.J. Martignette of the Marine Lab and 
volunteer	 Hammerhead,	 Dean	 Skaugstad,	
we were able to relocate the weather 
station to the new facility. This involved 
some skillful roof work and wiring by A.J. 
and Dean.

The new location is more centrally 
located on the island. The weather station 
will provide the temperature, humidity, 
wind speed and direction, dew point, heat 
index, rainfall, barometer, solar radiation, 

UV index, and wind chill. It will also show 
the amount of annual rainfall, the weekly 
history of high and low temps, humidity, 
wind speed, etc.

Controlled burns are an essential 
part of maintaining our conservation 
lands. In order to conduct a burn, the 
weather conditions must fit into a precise 
range. Normally, SCCF has to rely on 

the Division of Forestry to provide this 
weather information for Sanibel. The new 
location of the station will provide localized 
readings that can be compared with that of 
the Division of Forestry to make a more 
accurate decision as to whether or not a 
burn should occur. The data provided will 
also be used for various other monitoring 
projects that the department is engaged in. 

The data can be seen on a module in 
the building but is also broadcast to our 
website.  This information is available to 
the public via the SCCF website (www.
sccf.org). You can either go the home page, 
the	Wildlife	Habitat	Management	Program	
Departmental page, the Marine Laboratory 
page or the following address:  http://sccf.
org/WEATHER/Currentsccf2 to access the 
weather station.

The weather module inside the Wildlife 
Habitat Management Facility.

The weather station sensor array on the roof 
of the Wildlife Habitat Management Facility.

Wildlife Habitat Management
Weather Station at Wildlife Habitat Management Facility
by Chris Lechowicz, Technical Coordinator / Herpetologist   

Volunteers Needed to Collect Mangrove Propagules
Volunteers are needed on October 2 (Tuesday) to collect mangrove propagules 

for an upcoming. SCCF-coordinated community-based restoration.  
If	interested,	please	call	Rachel	Harris	(239)	682-8696,	or	the	Marine	Labora-

tory	(239)	395-4617.		We	will	be	walking	area	beaches	and	mangrove	fringes	and	
collecting fallen propagules.

Watch	the	Mail	for	your	Birthday	Party	Invitation
Invitations	will	be	going	out	in	the	next	week	or	so	for	SCCF's	40th	Anniver-

sary	Birthday	Party.	Come	join	the	fun	at	the	Nature	Center	on	November	9!
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Natural Resources Policy
by Rae Ann Wessel, Natural Resources Policy Director

Backpumping & Backflowing
Since the South Florida Water Management 

District (WMD) Governing Board vote in August to 
end backpumping from the Everglades Agricultural Area  
(EAA), a debate has begun on the editorial pages of 
newspapers across south Florida.  SCCF joined in the 
debate to respond to misleading statements that have been 
made regarding the quality of water backpumped from 
south of the lake. You can read our letter on the policy page 
of our website: www.sccf.org. 

In essence, the EAA corporate offices posit that water 
pumped from the sugar fields is cleaner than the water in 
the lake and from other sources.  The numbers tell the story.  
The WMD backpumping report from the last drought in 
2001 reveals that the water backpumped from the EAA 
contains two-to-four times the phosphorus levels needed to 
achieve a healthy lake and dumps four times the permitted 
nitrogen loads into the already polluted lake.  In addition, 
water backflowing  into the lake from canals including the 
upper Caloosahatchee and St. Lucie rivers is contributing an 
additional 637 tons of Nitrogen and  63.5 tons of Phosphorus.  
It is interesting that their rebuttals carefully avoid discussion 
of  nitrogen loading, choosing to focus only on phosphorus 
levels.  Their statements that backpumped water is cleaner 
than the lake fail to account for the fact that their nutrient 
loads contributed to the lake condition in the first place!  

The EAA is not the only source of nutrient loading 
to the lake. It is, however, the only unnatural flow to the 
lake, one that we have created with water policy. Nutrient 
loading to the lake comes from the Kissimmee basin, 
the communities surrounding the lake as well as from 
backpumped and backflowed water from the EAA. Storage 
for water coming from the Kissimmee basin is being 
addressed to abate the volume and quality of water flowing 
into the Lake. Water flowing from the north is directed by 
gravity while the backpumped water is directed upstream 
against gravity by operational water policies. We cannot 
stop the Kissimmee from flowing south but we can end 
failed water policy, which is the first step in getting flows 
out of Lake Okeechobee redirected to the south where 
gravity directs it.  The bottom line is that backpumping 
and backflowing water into Lake Okeechobee is adding 
nutrient loads to the lake and is an unnatural pollution 
source  that we can change.  

How we spell relief:  Flowway South
Prior to 1881, before all the man alterations to water 

flow in south Florida, water from Lake Okeechobee sheet-

flowed south through 
the sawgrass habitat of 
the Everglades, slowly 
making its way to the 
estuary of Florida Bay 
at the southern end of 
the peninsula. Today we 
recognize the challenge 
in trying to restore 
the greater Everglades 
ecosystems with all the 
alterations to flows and 
the structure of the built 
system.  There is renewed 
interest in restoring a marshy flowway south of Lake 
Okeechobee, a project that could both manage the greater 
volume of water -- the majority of which is released out the 
Caloosahatchee and is responsible for the loss of seagrass and 
oyster populations -- and provide water quality treatment. 

Restoring flow to the south may prove to be more 
economical than currently proposed engineering alternatives, 
such as Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR).  It could also 
improve the health of the Caloosahatchee and St. Lucie 
estuaries.  Estimates calculate that savings could approach $5 
billion by eliminating the need for more than 200 planned 
deep-injection wells around Lake Okeechobee. In addition, 
water could be moved out of the lake faster reducing the need 
for massive damaging releases to the estuaries.  ASR wells 
would take more than 150 days to lower Lake Okeechobee 
by one foot, while the proposed flow way could take a foot 
off the lake in 34 days.  Land acquisition and restoration of 
a flowway south is estimated to cost  $1.5 billion while ASR  
is estimated to cost $6.5 billion.  

Save the Date: 
Everglades Coalition Conference 

SCCF is hosting the 23rd annual Everglades Coalition 
Conference on Captiva Island January 10-13, 2008.  The 
conference is the largest  annual forum of non-profit, federal 
and state government and private interests  to focus on the 
Greater Everglades ecosystem that reaches from interior 
central ridge to the coastal estuaries of south Florida.  The 
conference this year is focused on the science, engineering, 
conservation and restoration of the Caloosahatchee and other 
estuaries at the delivery end of the hydrologic system.  You 
won’t want to miss this important conference being held in 
our backyard for the first time.  Information is available on 
our website and www.evergladescoalition.org.
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Native Plant Nursery

by Jenny Evans, Nursery Manager

Lew Fort started at SCCF as a nursery intern in the fall 
of 2004, shortly after Hurricane Charley made landfall here.  
Beginning a new job during the aftermath of a storm, he was 
quickly thrown into the thick of recovery efforts, involved in 
helping people restore their damaged yards and vegetation.  
After Lew’s original internship ended, he stayed on as part-
time nursery staff and in the summer of 2006 was promoted 
to Assistant Manager.  As Assistant Manager, he is responsible 
for the propagation of plants as well as coordinating the 
volunteer crew and assisting in normal day-to-day sales and 
operations.     
Q: Where did you grow up?
A: I was born in Tennessee, but my family was only there for 

10 or 11 months.  Then we moved to an area just south 
of Jacksonville called Orange Park, Florida, in 1983.  In 
early 1984, we moved to the St. Petersburg area, and we 
lived there from 1984 until 1998. I went to elementary 
school through freshman year in high school in St. Pete.  
We then moved to Canada (Burlington, Ontario) in 
1998, and I spent the rest of my high school years there.  I 
came back to St. Petersburg for college in 2001, and then 
moved to Sanibel in 2004.

Q: Where has been your favorite place that you’ve lived?
A: Burlington.  It wasn’t really Burlington (the city) that I fell 

in love with; it was the countryside around Burlington.  
Burlington is surrounded by untouched woods—it’s in 
the Halton Conservation Region (a region is similar to 
a county in the U.S.), but it’s also been designated as a 
conservation area.  There are a higher percentage of open 
spaces, parks, hiking trails, and biking trails.  You also 
have a lot of history there, from the early days of British 
settlement in North America.

Q: What do you do outside of work?
A: I like visiting with my friends and family.  I enjoy some of 

my classes at Edison College.  I am also fascinated by all 
kinds of history—Pine Island (because of the influence of 
the Calusa) especially intrigues me.  I’m also kind of a car 
nerd.  

Q: What kind of music do you listen to?
A: I grew up with all kinds of musical influences, including 

Miles Davis, Nina Simone, Simon & Garfunkel, and lots 
of Ray Charles.  Our house always had records playing, 
and we listened to a lot of NPR, especially Prairie Home 
Companion.  Today, I’m a bit more varied.  I listen to 
rock, jazz, reggae, and techno.  Right now, I’ve got Celia 
Cruz (Latin jazz) on in the car. 

Q: What’s your favorite color?

A: It changes.  I don’t know that I’m set on any one color.  
When I was younger, I was into any variation of blue.  
Right now, I’m into green.  Usually it tends to be cool 
colors; I don’t know why.

Q: What’s your favorite book?
A: So far, either Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice 

Sendak or Testament of Youth by Vera Brittain.
Q: What’s your favorite thing about SCCF and the nursery?
A: I really like the mission of SCCF—preserving lands.  I 

like the accessibility to preserved lands that SCCF gives 
the public [on the Center Tract], to experience nature as 
it is on the island.

Q: What’s your least favorite thing about the nursery?
A: Seeds that don’t sprout.  And weeds. 
Q: What do you hope to be doing in twenty years?
A: I’d like to have more money than I do now.  I’d like 

to be done with school.  Maybe have met that “special 
someone.”  And I want to be a rock star.  Seriously 
though, I don’t have specific goals, but instead I try to 
live my life according to my favorite quote, “Two roads 
diverged in a wood, and I – I took the one less travelled 
by, and that has made all the difference.”  ('The Road Not 
Taken" by Robert Frost) 

Lew Fort, Nursery Assistant Manager

Get to Know the Native Plant Nursery Staff:  An Interview with Lew Fort, Nursery Assistant Manager
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Marine Laboratory
by Rick Bartleson, Ph.D., Research Scientist

SCCF has been monitoring submerged vascular 
plants (seagrasses like turtle grass, shoal grass, 

widgeon grass, paddle grass as well as tape grass) from 
upriver near Beautiful Island to San Carlos Bay since 2004, 
under a contract with the South Florida Water Management 
District. 

Seagrasses are a good indicator of restoration success 
because they are a keystone species, providing food, a 
nursery for fish and habitat for many species. They are 
good indicators of water quality because they are sensitive 
to nutrient loading, water clarity, and salinity and they 
can also improve water quality by absorbing nutrients 
and carbon, and by trapping sediments by reducing water 
velocities. 

A multi-agency committee (that includes SCCF) started 
meeting in 2006 to come up with standard procedures for 
monitoring all estuaries affected by the Comprehensive 
Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP). These monitoring 
projects are being designed to detect changes in response to 
planned CERP projects.

These procedures will be considered as the minimum 
standard metrics for CERP-related monitoring projects 
and they will facilitate the comparison of data between/
among estuaries.

In addition to doing the standardized CERP sampling, 
we will continue to collect other SAV (submerged aquatic 

vegetation) metrics 
such as shoot density, 
biomass, blade 
width, etc.

These additional 
parameters are 
needed to provide 
data to calibrate and 
validate simulation 

models of each seagrass species. Dr. Melody Hunt, at 
the district, is developing models that can be used to 
predict seagrass response to changes in salinity, light, and 
temperature. She is calibrating the tapegrass model with 
data we are collecting in a controlled light and temperature 
facility. 

The continuous light readings that SCCF's RECON 
(River, Estuary & Coastal Observation Network) network 
of water quality sensor arrays will provide will  be extremely 
valuable, in conjunction with the model for predicting 
seagrass dynamics in each section of the river.

Behind the models, sampling and RECON readings 
is the fact seagrass health was degraded as a result of poor 
water quality conditions in 2004 and 2005. The massive 
scope of the fully implemented CERP will have many 
impacts on the natural systems: some expected, some not 
expected; some positive, some negative.

The model, sampling and RECON readings will be 
part of a feedback system that can be used to monitor -- 
and help predict -- the impacts of CERP projects on the 
natural systems.  

Once sampling standards are established, and 
threshholds for water quality impacts on seagrasses have been 
determined, models (backed up with sampling) can serve 
as indicators for the need for changes in policy, procedures 
and infrastructure, and for adaptive management as CERP 
and related projects move forward.

Dr. Rick Bartleson is the principal investigator for this 
project.

Above left: Field sampling. Above: Map of SAV monitoring 
sites. Below: seagrasses.
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SCCF Receives Major Endowment Challenge Grant
We are extremely pleased to announce that the Messengers 

of Healing Winds Foundation has announced a grant of 
$50,000 to support SCCF’s Legacy Funds. A generous 
supporter of our work in the past, the Messengers of Healing 
Winds Foundation has framed this gift as a challenge grant to 
encourage additional support from our members.

“This challenge grant comes at a most auspicious time,” 
said SCCF Executive Director Erick Lindblad. “If we can 
secure an additional $50,000 to match their generous gift, 
it will be a great way to build our endowments during our 
40th anniversary of conservation.”

Members interested in making a planned or outright 

gift to help match the Messengers’ challenge grant are 
encouraged to call Cheryl Giattini at (239) 395-2768 for 
additional information.

The Legacy Funds support the endowment of SCCF’s 
ongoing operation and program activities in the areas of 
Wildlife Habitat Management, Environmental Education, 
Landscaping for Wildlife, Sea Turtle Conservation and 
Research, and the Marine Laboratory.

Located in Santa Fe, New Mexico, the Messengers 
of Healing Winds Foundation has previously endowed 
and directly supported SCCF’s work in the areas of land 
acquisition and wildlife habitat management. 

As fall comes, I tell myself I will jot down changes to 
compile a little almanac. But to this point I have failed to 
do so.

What reminded me in the past few weeks was the return 
of the “fish whackers” or kingfisher. I saw one fluttering in 
place last night over a school of bait fish in the middle of 
Safety Harbor.  Yup I was going to write that down.  A few 
years ago it was an English couple that explained the term 
fish whacker to me. It seems this dynamic little bird catches 
fish but often has to hit them over a tree branch or trunk 
in order to conquer the squirming fish. Quite brilliant you 
know, the couple said.

Our yard birds, cardinals and doves, have noticed the 
changes too. Young cardinals hopping out of the nest at 
10 days old are well camouflaged. As their color matures, 
we watch the babies pester for food with a flutter of their 
wings as if to say I’ll learn to fly and fend for myself soon 
if you just feed me. We’ve even seen young ones stand right 
next to a seed and wait to be fed. But the cardinals are 
not making much noise now and they travel under cover. 
Something has changed.

The doves, too, are hiding because we noticed our 
neighborhood merlin is back. I don’t know where it goes in 
the summer, but it certainly has made its presence known.  

The birds are so skittish they no longer sit on roof ’s edge 
like gingerbread trim. The slightest motion puts them 
to flight. The merlin is also known as the pigeon hawk. 
There’s been a peregrine falcon around as well. Hmm...

I also have noted that somewhere around Columbus 
Day, the white pelicans return to flock around the oyster 
bars in Pine Island Sound.  I recall the first significant cold 
front comes around the first week of November. Some day 
I will jot that down too.

Sometime I will write down when we see all the leaves 
fall off the Jamaica Dogwood. If I recall, it’s early summer 
because we wondered why any tree would drop its leaves 
and sprout new ones almost overnight in the driest part 
of the year. I will also write down the month the sea grape 
leaves turn red and gold and fall in spring; when tarpon 
return to the back bay; when ibis’s beaks and legs turn fire 
engine red; when aigrettes first appear on the great egrets; 
when the fragrant sprays of cabbage palm blossoms are 
abuzz with bees; when joewoods and buckthorns bloom; 
when the gopher tortoise moves into its burrows from our 
side yard to into the one in our front yard and oh-so-many 
other things.

And when someone remarks that "we have no season on 
the islands," I’ll smile and wish I had composed that list. 

On the Change of the Seasons...
by	Kristie	Anders,	Education	Director			

Free Environmental Breakfast Networking Event
Plan	to	get	up	early	for	a	free	breakfast	and	environmental	networking	event	on	Thursday,	October	25,	2007.		

This	 year	 the	 10th	 annual	Environmental	Breakfast,	 sponsored	 by	 the	SW	Florida	Council	 for	Environment	
Education and the Southwest Florida Chapter of Audubon, will feature a presentation by Cindy Bear on her 
20-year	research	project	on	Burrowing	Owls.		The	breakfast	is	7	–	9	a.m.	at	the	East	Riverside	Park	building	off	
SR	80	just	east	of	downtown	Fort	Myers.		To	participate	you	must	RSVP	to	environmentalbreakfast@yahoo.com 
and	bring	your	own	mug!		Check	out	Upcoming	Events	on	our	website	www.sccf.org for more details. 
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bUck key kayaking adventUre
When: Saturday, October 27 at 10 a.m.
Where: Depart from Captiva Kayak Company located at  
 McCarthy’s Marina on Captiva
Fee: $35/person; reservations required; call 472-2329
Learn about our Back Bay Estuary and the research 
and water quality monitoring of SCCF’s Marine 
Laboratory as we paddle in Pine Island Sound 
adjacent	to	Buck	Key	just	off	Captiva.		This	kayaking	
adventure	 is	 in	 cooperation	 with	 Captiva	 Kayak	
Company, no paddling experience is necessary.  Space 
is	 limited	 so	 reservations	are	 required.	 	Reservations	
and additional information can be obtained by 
calling	 the	 Conservation	 Foundation	 at	 472-2329 

bUtterfly HOUse tOUrs
When: Tuesdays at 10 a.m.
Where: Butterfly House
Fee: $1 donation
A guide will teach you about the life cycle and behavior 
of	butterflies.	The	house	is	also	open	to	visitors	without	a	
guide. 

dOlpHin and Wildlife adventUre crUises
When:  Daily, 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Where:  Pine Island Sound; departs McCarthy’s Marina,  
 Captiva
Fee: $20/adult, $12.50/children;
 Reservations required, call 472-5300
Narrated by Conservation Foundation docents, Captiva 
Cruises’ trips are a great way to view wildlife in Pine Island 
Sound.

Otters & OtHers: life alOng OUr trails
When: Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday at 9:00 a.m.
Where: Meet at Nature Center and proceed to trails
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for 
 nonmembers
Guided walk through the interior wetlands and mid-
island ridges of the Center Tract with discussion 
of native habits, natural and cultural history, and 
preservation efforts. 

resident envirOnMental OvervieW
When: Monday, October 8, 2 - 5:30 p.m..
Where: Starts at the Nature Center and concludes on 
Captiva at McCarthy's Marina.
Learn about the history of the islands at a class 
offered to residents and those who work on the 
islands free of charge; others will be charged $20 
per	person.	Reservations	required.	Call	472-2329.

Nature Center, 3333 Sanibel-Captiva Road (1	mile	west	of	Tarpon	Bay	Road) 
Nature Center (239) 472-2329; Nursery (239) 472-1932

Marine Laboratory (239) 395-4617  
Trails, Education Center, Nature Shop and Bookstore: $3/adult, children under 17 free, members free.

Hours: Open 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon. through Fri. 
Native Plant Nursery: Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. through Fri.
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SCCF is hosting the 22nd Annual
Everglades Coalition Conference

January 10 - 13, 2008
   at South Seas on Captiva

tUrtle tracks
When: Thursdays at 9 a.m.
Where: Meet at the Nature Center for a trip to a beach
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for    
 nonmembers, beach parking fee $2/hour
Learn about the life cycles and habits of the sea turtles that 
nest on our beaches, as well as other local marine life.

Wading trip
When: Wednesday, October 17 at 9 a.m.
Where: Meet in auditorium of the Nature Center and   
 travel to nearby beach (to be determined)
Fee: Members and children under 17 free; $5 for   
 nonmembers. Call 472-2329 for reservations.
Explore underwater wonders with a guide from SCCF. 
You will see critters up close and learn about marine 
and	estuarine	ecology.	We	also	discuss	what	is	being	
done to research and protect the waters surrounding 
the islands. Bring old clothes and/or a bathing suit, 
closed-toe water shoes, a hat, sunglasses, sunscreen and 
a	towel.	Reservations	are	required.	Call	472-2329	to	
register and for directions.



NATuRE CENTER
3333 Sanibel-Captiva Rd.

(1 mile west of Tarpon Bay Rd.)
(239) 472-2329

www.sccf.org

Nature Center Hours:
Monday through Friday Open 
8:30	a.m.	to	4	p.m.	from	

October through May

Open	8:30	a.m.	to	3	p.m.	from	
June through September

Saturdays
Open	10	a.m.	to	3	p.m.	from	

December through April

Closed Saturdays
from May through November

Native Plant Nursery Hours:
Monday through Friday Open 

8:30	a.m.	to	5	p.m.	

Saturdays
10	a.m.	to	3	p.m.

from December through April

Closed Saturdays
from May through November

Call	(239)	472-1932
for information.

Trails, Education Center, 
Nature Shop & Bookstore: 
$3/adult,	children	under	17	

free, members free.
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Environmental Conference
Senator Burt Saunders will be hosting an event for constituents 

in Lee	and	Collier	Counties	on	October	30,	2007.	Stay	tuned	for	
more	 details.	 The	 meeting	 will	 be	 at	 Harbourside	 Convention	
Center,	Fort	Myers,	10	a.m.	-	12:30	p.m.

received two busloads of children.  The 
Canterbury School and Gateway Charter 
High	School	sent	 large	groups	of	 their	
students to the causeway islands to help 
out under the faithful guidance of Bank 
of America volunteer, David Lowden.  
Sanibel School students went out to 
various assignments with their families 
and friends.  The Captiva effort was 
well attended with help of Earthgraphics 
owner Sam Landry, McCarthy’s Marina, 
and	 the	 owners	 of	 the	 Captiva	 Kayak	
Company, Barb and Greg - they quickly 
filled	 an	 8-yard	 dumpster.	 	 Back	 at	
the	 Nature	 Center	 on	 San-Cap	 Road,	
SCCF staff and volunteers started 
handing out supplies and assignments 
before eight in the morning and then 
hustled to serve food to hundreds of 
hungry and thirsty beach cleaners as 
they arrived back with their loads of 

marine debris.  A 20-yard dumpster at 
SCCF’s Nature Center was filled with 
garbage from the beaches.  The Sanibel-
Captiva Conservation Foundation 
coordinated the overall effort with 
the	City	 of	 Sanibel,	Keep	Lee	County	
Beautiful, McCarthy’s Marina, and Lee 
County Environmental Education.  The 
Conservation Foundation is grateful 
to t-shirt sponsors Lifeline Designs, 
Sanibel Inn, Song of the Sea, Bank 
of	 America,	 West	 Wind	 Inn,	 Jensen’s	
Marina,	 Earthgraphics,	 and	 Wildside	
Adventures/Captiva	 Kayak	 Company.		
We	are	also	very	grateful	for	the	special	
donations that SCCF received to help 
cover the costs of transportation for 
the schoolchildren…and thanks to 
the volunteers who helped feed the 
volunteers at SCCF’s Nature Center.  

Coastal Cleanup
Continued from Page 1
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SCCF's Mangrove Restoration Project Continues
by Richard Finkel, Environmental Educator

SCCF is continuing the Clam Bayou 
Mangrove Restoration project that the Marine 
Lab initiated in the spring of 2006.   Man-
groves provide habitat for a variety of fish and 
wildlife; they help filter tidal waters and buffer 
inland areas from storms.  Last year, hundreds 
of mangroves were planted by SCCF staff, vol-
unteers and Sanibel School students.  

Rachel Harris, a graduate student with 
Florida Gulf Coast University, is working with 
Eric Milbrandt of SCCF’s Marine Lab and me 
to continue the restoration and increase the 
community involvement and educational 
component of the project.  In October, thou-
sands of Red Mangrove propagules (seedlings) 
were collected along Sanibel’s shoreline by 
SCCF staff, volunteers and 4th graders from 
Sanibel’s after-school program.  

SCCF’s Marine Lab will be storing and 
conducting research on the propagules and 
some of them will be taken to local schools, 
where students will perform growth experi-
ments with them as a way of learning about 
the mangrove and back bay estuary system 
as well as the water quality issues of our area.  

These students and other community mem-
bers will be encouraged to join SCCF later in 
the year for mangrove planting days.  If you 
would like more information about The Clam 
Bayou Mangrove Restoration Project call 
SCCF at 472-2329.

Left:  Photo taken by Marine Lab staff of mutant 
mangrove propagules (orange) collected during the project. 
See Page 2 for a story on the mutants.

See Page 7 for your invitation to our 

Big 40th Birthday Party!
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Everglades Coalition Conference -- Save the Date!
The largest gathering of conservation organizations, state and federal agency person-

nel and state and federal politicians is scheduled for January 10-13, 2008. It is in our own 
backyard at South Seas Island Resort. Early registration is $140. The price goes up in late 
December. Tentative speakers include Governor Crist, Senator Nelson, and Congressman 
Connie Mack.  Speakers who have already accepted the invitation are former Senator Bob 
Graham, County Commissioner Ray Judah, and a man of many talents, Porter Goss:  for-
mer mayor of Sanibel, County Commissioner, Congressman and CIA Director.

This is an excellent way to learn about all of the components of Everglades Restora-
tion work, including what isn’t working and what strategies may be employed to get it 
right.  You can also meet the key people working throughout South Florida for the greater 
Everglades ecosystem.  Go to www.evergladescoalition.org for details.

Marine Laboratory
Mutants! Mutants! Everywhere!
by Eric Milbrandt, Ph.D., 

It sounds like the subject of a B-grade sci-
ence fiction movie from the 1950s, but mutants 
are very common in the biological world.  Mu-
tants in science fiction are phenotypes that have 
characteristics such as super-human powers.  

A mutant in biology is a change in the ge-
netic code that results in the way genes are ex-
pressed.  When it occurs in the 220 genes in-
volved in chlorophyll synthesis, then you get 
the phenomenon pictured on the cover.  In 
the photograph, normal mangrove propagules 
were lined up with propagules that are albino 
mutants.  The normal propagules are green, 
while the mutants are yellow, red or a combi-
nation of yellow and red.  

The cause of the colorful propagules is a 
change in the genetic code affecting the chlo-
rophyll (a) synthesis pathway.  The mutants 
cannot synthesize the primary pigment used to 
harvest the sun’s radiant energy, chlorophyll a.  
Chlorophyll (a) is the green color found in all 
plants, algae, and photosynthetic bacteria.  It 
absorbes blue and red light but not green light 
which gives it the green color.  Other pigments 
are produced to absorb green light called ac-
cessory pigments.  These include chlorophyll 
(b), which appears yellow, and carotenoids 
which appear red.  So when the green pigment 
is absent, the red and yellow pigments are no 
longer masked by the more abundant green 
pigment, hence the variety of color shown in 
the photograph on page one.  

For those who slept through high school 

and college biology, Gregor Mendel deter-
mined that some traits are dominant and 
some are recessive. Mendel crossed pea plants 
and observed two recessive traits and two 
dominant traits.  Without putting you to 
sleep or having you skip to the next page of 
the Update, I refer you to the internet for the 
details.  The albino mutant is a recessive al-
lele expressed only in progeny from a cross 
between two heterozygous trees.  

Variety is biology’s strategy for coping 
with unpredictable changes in environmental 
conditions. Natural selection weeds out those 
progeny that are “unfit” for those conditions.  
Sometimes mutation results in a thicker shell 
to fend off predators or a flower that looks 
like an insect ready to mate, and sometimes 
mutations are deleterious and bring no ben-
efit to the species.  Unfortunately for these 
poor mutants, a plant without pigment fac-
es certain death.  We have planted mutant 
propagules and they do not survive, so the 
albino mutation appears to be deleterious.  

The only thing useful about these mu-
tant progeny is their parents.  They are quite 
colorful and would make a great native orna-
mental in a Florida landscape that is usually 
dominated by green.   

I study the genetics and adaptation of 
mangroves through DNA sequencing and 
field experiments.  While I never knew Gregor 
Mendel, I think he would be very interested 
in this characteristic of our mangroves.



Barbara Von Harten has been the Principal of The Sanibel School for 10 years.  
The  top-performing K-8 school in Florida, the school recently received a National 
Blue Ribbon School designation. The Sanibel School's graduating 8th graders at-
taining the highest scores in the state in reading and writing. 

She brings experience as a classroom teacher, behavior specialist, program coor-
dinator, assistant principal, and principal and has 21 years experience as an admin-
istrator in Lee County. She facilitates the transition of the school from a K-5 to a 
K-8 school.

She was recognized as the 2003 Citizen of the Year by the Sanibel-Captiva Is-
lands Chamber of Commerce.

Barbara has a B.S. degree in Elementary Education, Masters degree in Special 
Education, Educational Specialist degree in Administration and Supervision.

Former board member Art Weissbach has been nominated to return for another 
term. Art is a retired biochemist and molecular biologist for the National Institutes 
of Health/Roche Institute of Molecular Biology. He is presently a visiting scientist at 
the Foundation's Marine Laboratory, where he is working with Dr. Eric Milbrandt, 
studying microbial ecology. He is also a scientiest in the Biotechnical Division of 
Florida Gulf Coast University, where he is studying the Dengue virus. 

He has headed SCCF's Marine Lab Committee and also he chaired the Envi-
ronmental Affairs Committee. He lived on Sanibel for 17 years, and chaired the 
City of Sanibel's Vegetation Committee. He moved to Fort Myers in 2005.

John La Gorce has been a full-time Sanibel resident since 1995 and he brings a 
wide-ranging professional background to the Conservation Foundation.

He was a partner in a natural resource exploration and development company 
in South America, and a partner in a real estate investment company. While owning 
an independent documentary film company, he co-produced several productions 
with BBC-TV and also taught photojournalism, cinematography and film editing.

In Virginia, he served as a board member of the Hill School in Middleburg and 
also of the Virginia Abused Women and Children shelter. As a volunteer in con-
servation disputes, he filed a lawsuit which reduced the number of townhouses in 
an Upperville, VA project; he was on a committee to keep Disney from building a 
Civil War theme park adjacent to the Manassas, Virginia battlefield; he helped gain 
a scenic byway designation for an historic Virginia road which had been proposed 
for four-laning, and he helped Habitat for Humanity by rezoming and donating 
land for a low-income housing project.
On Sanibel, he led a group of Sanibel citizens in changing the island's telecommu-

nication tower ordinance and has been an active supporter of Sanibel's cultural, wildlife and conservation organiza-
tions
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Nominees for 2008 Board of Trustees

John La Gorce

Barbara Von Harten

Art Weissbach

John La Gorce

Barbara Von Harten

Art Weissbach
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Natural Resource Policy
River Action Days in Washington, D.C.
by Rae Ann Wessel, Natural Resource Policy Director

The Caloosahatchee had a voice in Washington, DC 
in September when we traveled to Capitol Hill with river 
advocates from around the country to push for greater 
protection of rivers and clean water.  The trip, which was 
coordinated by American Rivers, gave us the opportunity 
to  meet with our own delegation and a broader Florida 
leadership including the offices of Senators Bill Nelson 
and Mel Martinez, Representatives Ron Cline, Connie 
Mack and Tim Mahoney as well as John Anderson, the 
Director of the Water Resources and Environment sub-
committee and the majority senior policy advisor to Bar-
bara Boxer, Chairwoman of the Environment and Public 
Works subcommittee.  

Our discussions focused on legislation to safeguard 
our rivers and tributaries by improving water quality and 
promoting healthy rivers in communities across the coun-
try.  We requested their support of four important bills 
with impacts here in Florida:  the Raw Sewage Overflow 
Community Right to Know Act, Clean Water Restora-
tion Act, Wild and Scenic River Legislation, and their 
continued support of the Water Resources Development 
Act (WRDA) .  

Sewage Overflow Right-to-Know
The Sewage Overflow Community Right to Know 

Act, H.R. 2452 & S. 2080, is timely in our own backyard 
right now.  Every year raw sewage spills into our rivers, 

lakes and coastal 
waters with no 
public notifica-
tion required.  In 
Florida sewage 
system owners 
and operators are 
only required to 
report overflows 
in excess of 1,000 
gallons within 
24 hours of an 
event.  However, 
the State has no 
provision for no-
tification of the 
public that a spill 
occurred. The 
Health Depart-
ment does test 

the water off our beaches regu-
larly but the beach is posted only 
when a water quality violation 

is found.  This lack of public notification of raw sewage 
spills could endanger the health and safety of our fishing 
and swimming public. We have a right to know and we 
urge support of this bill.  Every member of our delegation 
expressed support of this legislation; Representative Cline 
was a co-sponsor. 

Clean Water Restoration Act
The Clean Water Restoration Act, H.R 2421 &S.1870 

will restore critical Clean Water Act (CWA) protections to 

Above: Rae Ann Wessel at the 
U.S. Capitol; Below left: Rae 
Ann with Jennifer Hecker of the 
Nature Conservancy of Southwest 
Florida.
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Adams Match Endowment Challenge Grant
We are extremely pleased to announce that Tom and 

Mimi Adams, Life Members and longtime supporters of 
SCCF, have once again made a major contribution to our 
endowments.

Earlier this year, the Messengers of Healing Winds Foun-
dation announced a grant of $50,000 to support SCCF’s 
Legacy Funds. A generous supporter of our endowments 
in the past, the Messengers of Healing Winds Foundation 
framed this gift as a challenge grant to encourage additional 
support from our members.

Thankfully, Tom and Mimi responded to that chal-
lenge, making a planned gift of $50,000.

“This is exactly the kind of response we hoped to get,” 
said SCCF Executive Director Erick Lindblad. “These two 
gifts, totaling $100,000, represent a great way to build our 
endowments during our 40th anniversary of conservation. 
It would be wonderful if others considering planned gifts 
would also meet this challenge in the coming months.”

Members interested in making a planned or outright 
gift to help match the Messengers’ challenge grant are en-
couraged to call Cheryl Giattini at 239/395-2768 for ad-
ditional information. All gifts to the Legacy Funds during 
the 2007-2008 fiscal year will be honored at the Legacy 
Society Induction Dinner. The dinner is scheduled for 
Monday, March 3, 2008 at the Sanctuary Golf Club. The 

Sanibel Captiva Trust Company will continue its support 
of SCCF’s Legacy Funds by, once again, generously under-
writing this event. 

The Legacy Funds support the endowment of SCCF’s 
ongoing operation and program activities in the areas of 
Wildlife Habitat Management, Environmental Education, 
Natural Resource Policy, Landscaping for Wildlife, Sea 
Turtle Conservation and Research, and the Marine Re-
search Laboratory.

Mimi and Tom Adams photographed last year at Dyer's Rock 
in Australia.

our waters, including wetlands and intermittent streams. 
This bill reasserts the original intent of the Clean Water 
Act to provide protection for our waters.  These protec-
tions were changed by a recent Supreme Court case, Ra-
panos, that determined that non-navigable waters are not 
subject to the provisions of the CWA.  

This bill deletes the term ‘navigable’ from the CWA 
to return protections to wetlands and intermittent water 
bodies -- in Florida, these dry down by design during our 
long dry season.  The Rapanos decision is a direct threat 
to our many wetlands and intermittent streams, which 
are vital to protect and enhance drinking water, fishing, 
swimming and wildlife habitat.  

We encouraged support of this critical change to the 
definitions but did not find broad support for this issue 
with our legislative delegation.  Our Florida delegation 
needs to hear how important this issue is to our quality of 
life and natural systems.

Wild and Scenic Rivers designation
Another issue we advocated was an initiative to desig-

nate 40 new Wild and Scenic Rivers in the US.  Only two 
rivers of the more than 1,700 rivers in Florida are desig-
nated as Wild and Scenic; the Loxahatchee and Wekiva.  
In our discussions with legislators, there were several po-
tential candidates mentioned including Fisheating Creek, 
the Myakka River and Telegraph Creek.  We urge support 
of these worthy candidates from southwest Florida.   

Water Resources Development Act
We were lucky to be in Washington just as the Senate 

brought the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) 
bill to the Senate floor for a vote.  Sitting in the Senate 
gallery we had an opportunity to observe the Senate dis-
cussion of the WRDA bill. It passed the Senate 81 to 12.  
The President has threatened to veto the bill.  We are urg-
ing Congress to support an override, which could well be 
successful since 90% of Congress voted for the bill.

WRDA funds the Federal cost share of the Compre-
hensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP) in Florida as 
well as water projects in other states. The bill is designed to 
pass every two years but the last one was passed in 2000. 

Natural Resource Policy
Continued from left
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The arrival of October brings about 
SCCF’s annual gopher tortoise burrow 
(Gopherus polyphemus) surveys. Once a 
year, members of the Wildlife Habitat 
Management Program (WHMP) con-
duct surveys of SCCF lands for gopher 
tortoises, specifically their burrows. 
SCCF properties that are surveyed 
include the Johnston Tract, Frannie’s 
Preserve, Dayton Preserve, Wulfert 
Point Tortoise Preserve and the Walker 
Preserve.  Burrow surveys give us an 
estimate of how many tortoises are 
present on a tract of land.

Gopher tortoise burrows are 
shaped like a half circle, unlike a Vir-
ginia possum’s (Didelphis virginiana) 

burrow which is cylindrical. We clas-
sify tortoise burrows as active, inactive 
or abandoned. 

Active means that a tortoise is 

currently using the burrow.  The evi-
dence of this are the tracks of a tortoise 
coming or going into the burrow, the 
presence of fresh tortoise scat and/or 
a clean burrow entrance (meaning no 
living plants at the mouth of the bur-
row). 

Inactive burrows are ones that are 
still intact, for the most part, and could 
still support a tortoise but it is evident 
that a tortoise has not used it for a 
while.  Abandoned burrows are those 
that have all kinds of debris or living 
material near its entrance. They may 

or not be partially collapsed and show 
no signs of tortoise activity. However, 
inactive and abandoned burrows can 
have hatchling and juvenile tortoises 
inside, since not all of them dig their 

own burrow. Our estimates do not in-
clude juveniles that do not dig their 
own burrow.

    It takes three to four days to find 
all the previous burrows and to record 
the new ones on our properties.  The 
locations of previous years’ burrows 
are held in a GPS unit. This enables 
us to locate the burrows efficiently. 

We also carry a list of all the burrows 
from the past three years and their sta-
tus. Once a burrow has been marked 
as abandoned for two years in a row, 
it is dropped from our list. While we 
are searching for existing burrows, we 
inevitably find new burrows which 
are then added to our GPS and num-
bered. 

Wildlife Habitat Management
Gopher Tortoise Survey
by Chris Lechowicz, Technical Coordinator / Herpetologist   

An active burrow

Left and Above: Gopher tortoise, or 
Gopherus polyphemus

Kasey Huggins is from Columbus, Ohio and received her bachelor’s de-
gree in biology from Wittenberg University in Springfield, Ohio in May 2007.  
In college she was an active member of both the conservation club and the 
outdoors club.  She was also employed as a student manager at the univer-
sity library.  During one summer she did an internship through the Student 
Conservation Association at Baxter State Park in Millinocket, Maine.  In this 
position she primarily maintained hiking trails in the park, but also did search 
and rescue in the park as well as patrolling Katahdin for periods, on top of 
which the Appalachian Trail begins.  During another summer she worked for 
Southwest Conservation Corps out of Durango, Colorado.  Here she was on a 
backcountry crew doing trail construction and repair, primarily on horse and 
hiking trails.  This is her first experience doing more scientific conservation 
work and she is very excited to have this opportunity.  

Meet our Wildlife Habitat Management Intern: Kasey Huggins
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$10 PER PERSON - CALL 472-2329 for RESERVATIONS

FRI., NOV. 9  6:30 - 10 P.M.FOOD • DRINKS • LIVE MUSIC: THE LAND SHARKS • DANCING

SCCF INVITES YOU TO

Celebrating 40 Years of 
Island Conservation

Parking available ONLY at the Shell Museum, “Ding” Darling Wildlife Refuge 
and The Sanibel School. SHUTTLE BUSES will provide transportation to and 

from these lots to the Sanibel-Captiva Conservation Foundation.



3333 Sanibel-Captiva Road
Sanibel, FL  33957

SCCF

SCCF

Mimi and Tom Adams
Linda and Wayne Boyd
Fran and Hugh Cameron
Janie and Charlie Frese
Phyllis and Ron Gibson

Tina and Bill Hillebrandt
Mike Kelly

Deborah and John La Gorce
Nancy and Tom Lagan
June and Hal Patinkin

Robbie and Geoff Roepstorff
Lucy and Paul Roth

Donna and John Schubert
Martha and Rick Siders

Shirley and Dean Skaugstad
Sallie Soule

Starr and Jack Thomas
Linda and Tom Uhler
Nanelle Wehmann

Ann Moran and Bob Wigley

SPONSORS

INVITATION INSIDE !

Come party as SCCF celebrates 40 years on Nov. 9
    

The Sanibel-Captiva Conservation Foundation (SCCF) is celebrating 40 years of island conser-
vation with a Big Birthday Party on Friday, November 9 from 6:30 – 10 p.m. at the SCCF Nature 
Center on Sanibel-Captiva Road.  

Everyone who lives on Sanibel and Captiva is invited to this fun, islands-wide party. The SCCF 
Nature Center parking lot and deck will be alive with the music of the Land Sharks, twinkling lights, 
birthday treats and the sound of dancing feet.

Jack and Michael Elias will be catering the party with big kid birthday delights, along with special-
edition SCCF birthday cupcakes. And what’s birthday cake without ice cream?  Captiva’s incompa-
rable Queenie is working on a super-special flavor of SCCF ice cream.  Refreshments will be available, 
including beer, wine, sodas and water.  Birthday party hats and noisemakers will help get everyone into 
the spirit of the evening.

The Orlando-based Land Sharks have played with – and backed up – Jimmy Buffett in Key West 
and at Margaritaville in Orlando.  They also play at Buffett�s Margaritaville Café in Key West.  Their 
repertoire covers a wide range of styles -- come out and get in the island groove.  There will be danc-
ing under the stars (don’t worry about the SCCF pebbles in the parking lot; we’re providing a dance 
floor).

IMPORTANT NOTE:  There will be NO parking at SCCF. Parking will be available at the Bai-
ley-Matthews Shell Museum, J.N. “Ding” Darling National Wildlife Refuge and The Sanibel School.  
Shuttle buses will carry partygoers from the parking lots to the Nature Center.

The cost is $10 per person and reservations are requested. Please call 427-2329 for reservations 
and if you have any questions. 
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Andrea Yacaginsky started at SCCF as 
a nursery intern during June of 2006.  
By late fall, nursery staff were so im-
pressed with Andrea’s work ethic and 
dedication that they asked her to stay 
for another six months.  Once her in-
ternship ended, Andrea transitioned 
into a staff position, serving as the co-
ordinator for the Sea Turtle program 
and part-time nursery staff during 
the summer of 2007.  At the end of 
turtle season this year, Andrea will be 
on board as a full-time nursery staff 
member, taking care of the nursery’s 
landscaping projects as well as assist-
ing in normal day-to-day operations 
and sales.
Q: Where did you grow up?
A: I grew up in a small town called 

Galway, in New York, near Sara-
toga Springs.  My graduating class 
was 74 people; you knew every-
body.  I lived across the street from 
a Christmas tree farm.  There’s also 
a lot of corn and a lot of cows in 
my hometown.

Q:  Where has been your favorite place 
that you’ve lived?

A:  I’ve enjoyed every place I've lived 
for their different environments.  
Growing up, I spent a lot of time 
climbing trees and wandering 
around in the woods (which was 
safe because there’s nothing venom-
ous to bite you up there).  During 
college in Binghamton, New York, 
I got to experience freshwater wet-
lands.  Binghamton was also in a 
river valley where the woods were a 
bit more open and had a different 
feel (than where I grew up).  There 
are lots of salamanders there, hid-
ing under rocks.  Sanibel is com-
pletely different from anything 
I’ve experienced.  Here there’s not 
so much hiking, but you get to be 
out and around the water and the 

Gulf.  I’ve discovered that I really 
enjoy kayaking.

Q:  Do you have any pets?
A:  Yes, I have Gracie, a four-year old 

eclectus parrot.  She’s absolutely 
hilarious, whether talking to her-
self at home or in the nursery.  She 
always takes the time to laugh 
(which coincidentally is just like 
my laugh) at a good joke.  She is 
real (the first question that people 
ask is,  is that a real bird?), she can 
talk (though generally doesn’t), 
and she loves to whistle.  You are 
welcome to stop in the nursery 
and visit her if you like.

Q:  What’s your favorite color?
A:  Oddly enough, I think I might have 

to say green.  It’s lush, verdant, 
and makes me think of growing 
things.

Q:  What kind of music do you listen 
to?

A:  I enjoy pop/folk /country-ish mu-
sic.  I like Sister Hazel and Carbon 
Leaf.  On occasion, I enjoy some 
of the stuff that’s on the radio.

Q:  What do you do outside of work?
A:  Lately, I’ve been really busy mov-

ing and talking with car salesmen. 
(I just got a new and more reliable 
car—hooray!)  Ideally, I like things 
to be a little less stressful.  My 
perfect day would involve a walk 
around the trails here, and then 
hit the beach for some shelling and 
sunning.  

Q:  What’s your favorite book?
A: Ishmael by Daniel Quinn.  It ad-

dresses ideas that a lot of people 
really don’t want to think about.  
It initiates deep thinking and also 
has some dark humor to it.  There’s 
something about a half-ton gorilla 
philosophizing in a small room 
that appeals to me.

Q:  What’s your favorite thing about 

SCCF and the nursery?
A:  I like the people that I work with. 

Everyone has a sense of humor, 
and we’re laid back but can still get 
lots of work done.

Q:  What’s your least favorite thing 
about the nursery?

A:  Fire ant mounds and days when the 
no-see-ums are everywhere.  Also, 
I get tired of fighting the invasive 
species, both ones that come up in 
the nursery and ones that are still 
sold in other parts of the landscap-
ing industry.

Q:  What do you hope to be doing in 
twenty years?

A:  I will probably have moved a little 
farther back north (into the decid-
uous forest ecosystems).  I’d like 
to own a house with some nice 
property around it.  I will hope-
fully still be happily married (I’m 
getting married in July of 2008), 
and there may be a child in there 
somewhere, or maybe more pets.  
I think I’d still like to be working 
with plants.  And hopefully, with 
a company that is ecologically and 
ethically sound.

Native Plant Nursery

by Jenny Evans, Nursery Manager
Get to Know the Native Plant Nursery Staff:  An Interview with Andrea Yacaginsky

Sea turtle coordinator and Nursery 
staffer, Andrea Yacaginsky with Gracie
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Sanibel-Captiva
Conservation
Foundation

November 2007 Program Schedule 

bUck key kayakiNg adveNtUre
When: Saturday, November 17 at 10 a.m.
Where: Depart from Captiva Kayak Company located at  
 McCarthy’s Marina on Captiva
Fee: $45/person; reservations required; call 472-2329
We will paddle in the vicinity of Buck Key, just off 
Captiva, discussing the ecology of the back bay estuary 
and the work of SCCF's Marine Lab.  The $45/person fee 
will help fund SCCF's school field trip program. Space 
is limited so reservations are required.  Reservations and 
additional information can be obtained by calling the 
Conservation Foundation at 472-2329

bUtterfly HoUse toUrs
When: Tuesdays at 10 a.m.
Where: Butterfly House
Fee: $1 donation
A guide will teach you about the life cycle and behavior 
of butterflies. The house is also open to visitors without 
a guide. 

dolpHiN aNd Wildlife adveNtUre crUises
When:  Daily, 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Where:  Pine Island Sound; departs McCarthy’s Marina,  
 Captiva
Fee: $20/adult, $12.50/children;
 Reservations required, call 472-5300
Narrated by Conservation Foundation docents, Captiva 
Cruises’ trips are a great way to view wildlife in Pine 
Island Sound.

eveNiNg kayakiNg adveNtUre
When: Thursday, November 15
Where: Depart from Captiva Kayak Company located at  
 McCarthy’s Marina on Captiva
Fee: $55/person; reservations required; call 472-2329
We will be out on the water an hour before sunset to an 
hour after sunset, experiencing day turning into night as 

we paddle over the shallow seagrass beds and along the 
mangrove-fringed shoreline, discussing the ecology and 
enjoying the magic of the evening. The $55 per person fee 
will help fund SCCF's school field trip program.  Space 
is limited so reservations are required.  Reservations and 
additional information can be obtained by calling the 
Conservation Foundation at 472-2329

fisH HoUse trip
When:  Wednesday, November 7 and 
 Wednesday, December 5. at 12:30 p.m.
Where:  Pine Island Sound; departs 12:30 p.m. 
 from McCarthy’s Marina, Captiva
Fee: $45 per person
 Reservations required, call 472-2329
Always popular, the Fish House Trip is available Wednes-
day, November  7 and Wednesday December 5.  Depart-
ing at 12:30, the first stop is North Captiva’s Barnacle 
Phil’s for a late lunch (on your own). Explore some of the 
hidden reaches of Pine Island Sound, cruising by historic 
fish houses and Demere Key. Learn about the history of 
fishing as it relates to Pine Island Sound and some of the 
research initiatives taking place today. Return to the dock 
about 4 pm. The boat trip is $45/person and it fills up 
fast with a limit of 40 passengers. Call SCCF at 472-
2329 to reserve your place.

Nature Center, 3333 Sanibel-Captiva Road (1	mile	west	of	Tarpon	Bay	Road) 
Nature Center (239) 472-2329; Nursery (239) 472-1932

Marine Laboratory (239) 395-4617  
Trails, Education Center, Nature Shop and Bookstore: $3/adult, children under 17 free, members free.

Hours: Open 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon. through Fri. 
Native Plant Nursery: Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. through Fri.
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otters & otHers: life aloNg oUr trails
When: Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday at 9:00 a.m.
Where: Meet at Nature Center and proceed to trails
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for 
 nonmembers
Guided walk through the interior wetlands and mid-
island ridges of the Center Tract with discussion 
of native habits, natural and cultural history, and 
preservation efforts. 

resideNt eNviroNMeNtal overvieW
When: Monday, November 5, 2 - 5:30 p.m..
Where: Starts at the Nature Center and concludes on 
Captiva at McCarthy's Marina.
Learn about the history of the islands at a class offered 
to residents and those who work on the islands free 
of charge; others will be charged $20 per person. 
Reservations required. Call 472-2329.

tUrtle tracks
When: Thursdays at 9 a.m.
Where: Meet at the Nature Center for a trip to a beach
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for    
 nonmembers, beach parking fee $2/hour
Learn about the life cycles and habits of the sea turtles 
that nest on our beaches, as well as other local marine 
life.

WadiNg trip
When: Friday, November 2; Wednesday, November 14 
 and Tuesday, November 27 at 9 a.m.
Where: Meet in auditorium of the Nature Center and   
 travel to nearby beach (to be determined)
Fee: Members and children under 17 free; $5 for   
 nonmembers. Call 472-2329 for reservations.
Explore underwater wonders with a guide from SCCF. 
You will see critters up close and learn about marine 
and estuarine ecology. We also discuss what is being 
done to research and protect the waters surrounding 
the islands. Bring old clothes and/or a bathing suit, 
closed-toe water shoes, a hat, sunglasses, sunscreen 
and a towel. Reservations are required. Call 472-2329 
to register and for directions.

Tour Solomon’s Castle 
and Dine on the Boat-in-the-Moat

   

Take a guided tour of this magnificent castle 
built by Howard Solomon which overlooks the pic-
turesque Horse Creek located in Ona, Florida.  The 
castle contains galleries of this renowned artist and 
over 80 interpretive stained glass windows. Solomon 
also built the on-site Boat in The Moat which is a 
replica of a 16th century Spanish galleon and houses 
the castle’s restaurant where we will have lunch.  Our 
trip may include a program led by a Charlotte Coun-
ty natural resource professional who will discuss ef-
forts to protect the land and water of this region of 
the greater Charlotte Harbor watershed.  The cost 
of the tour is $10.00 and everything on the menu 
is “under $10.00.”  A $5.00 contribution to SCCF’s 
environmental education program is also requested 
for the tour.  Transportation is via carpool and maps/
directions will be provided. This member program is 
limited to 15 people so call Melissa at 472-2329 for 
more information and to make reservations.  

Resident Environmental Overviews
   

Resident Environmental Overviews will be of-
fered Monday, November 5; Monday January 28, 
February 4, February 11, March 24, and Earth 
Day- April 22. This winter, volunteer and SCCF 
supporter Martha Smith has organized an REO 
for her Gulf Pines neighborhood. If there are any 
other SCCF members that would like to set up a 
program especially for their neighborhood or or-
ganization, call Kristie @ 472-2329, ext. 203.

Watch the newsletter for more programs as 
they develop this seaon.
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NATuRE CENTER
3333 Sanibel-Captiva Rd.

(1 mile west of Tarpon Bay Rd.)
(239) 472-2329

www.sccf.org

Nature Center Hours:
Monday	through	Friday	Open	

8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. from 
October	through	May

Open	8:30	a.m.	to	3	p.m.	from	
June through September

Saturdays
Open	10	a.m.	to	3	p.m.	from	

December through April

Closed	Saturdays
from	May	through	November

Native Plant Nursery Hours:
Monday	through	Friday	Open	

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Saturdays
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

from December through April

Closed	Saturdays
from	May	through	November

Call	(239)	472-1932
for information.

Trails, Education Center, 
Nature	Shop	&	Bookstore:	
$3/adult,	children	under	17	

free, members free.
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The Foundation began a cavity nest-
ing bird program in 1996 working with 
Don and Lillian Stokes to design nest-
ing boxes for Great Crested Flycatchers, 
Screech owls, and woodpeckers.  Then 
our infamous  volunteer Hammerheads 
began building boxes that are still avail-
able for sale in the Native Plant Nursery 
today.   

Nesting boxes were also installed on 
many of the Foundation and City of 
Sanibel preserved lands including the 
trails at the Nature Center.  Then came the hurricanes and the passing of 10 years 
and a nest box handyperson is needed to straighten poles and add new boxes to  
the Nature Center trails starting in November.   

If you are interested, please call Dee at 472-2329 ext 214.

Volunteer Needed as Nest Box Handyperson

Watch the Mail. . .
...For your 2006-2007 Annual Report and a request for your help with the 

2007-2008 Annual Fund Drive.  And please remember -- your current SCCF 

membership is being extended to March 2008. We will ask you to renew your 

membership at that time.



MeMber Update                        deceMber 2007 

SCCF Welcomes Dr. Loren Coen as Marine Lab Director
In October, Loren Coen, Ph.D., joined the Marine 

Laboratory as the new Director.  He has worked exten-
sively with invertebrates (especially  decapod crustaceans 
and bivalve molluscs) and plants (seagrasses, mangroves, 
saltmarshes and macroalgae) in temperate and tropical/
subtropical habitats.  His past research has included sea-
grass work in the Gulf of Mexico, as well as coral reef and 
mangrove projects  at the Smithsonian Institution’s Marine 
Station on Carrie Bow Cay in Belize.  His research has also 
taken him to other Central and South American countries, 
China, Bermuda and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 

"We are very excited to have Dr. Coen on board," 
notes Erick Lindblad.  "He brings a wealth of energy, 
knowledge and professional contacts to us." 

Loren grew up in New York City, developing an inter-
est in the marine environment at an early age working sum-
mers on the south shore of Long Island.  After pursuing an 
undergraduate degree, he went to Bermuda at what was at 
that time the Bermuda Biological Station, conducting re-
search with staff there, which included extensive diving in 
both inshore and offshore habitats.  Soon after, he went to 
FSU and worked on seagrasses and shrimp associated with 
red algal habitats along Florida’s Panhandle.  Loren worked 
afterwards at USF with Susan Bell, a seagrass and inverte-
brates expert in Florida and Chincoteague Island.

Loren received his doctorate from the University of 
Maryland, College Park, where he worked with Dr. Geerat 
Vermeij, now at the University of California, Davis.  After 
Maryland he did a post-doc and a held a research faculty 
appointment at the Dauphin Island Sea Lab (DISL) and 
University of South Alabama, where he worked on topics 
such as flow, food and predation on clams and its effects 
on their growth in seagrass beds in Florida and Alabama.  
There he worked with  Drs. Pennock, Heck, and Valentine 
examining system-level questions related to how predation, 
nutrients, and herbivory may structure seagrass-dominated 
marine ("open") systems in St Joe Bay, Florida.

For the past 14 years, Dr. Coen was an Associate and 
then Senior Marine Scientist and Manager of the Shellfish 

Research Section in South Carolina Department of Natural 
Resource’s (SCDNR) Marine Resources Research Institute, 
based in Charleston. His research group worked on seven 
interrelated research areas: restoration ecology of intertidal 
oyster reef habitats; interactions between oysters and fring-
ing salt marsh and associated erosional impacts; the eco-
logical value of estuarine habitats as nurseries; evaluation of 
the effects of hard clam mariculture on the surrounding in-
shore communities; non-native crabs; a state-wide remote 
sensing mapping effort related to  intertidal habitats; and 
the disease dynamics of shellfish populations.   

In 2001, Dr. Coen led a state-wide community resto-
ration effort  called SCORE (South Carolina Community 
Oyster Restoration Enhancement) Program involving  the 
restoration and monitoring of intertidal oyster habitats. 
Three years later, SCORE won a Coastal America Part-
nership Award and with Nancy Hadley,  the other prima-
ry investigator, they won the Theodore M. Sperry Award 
from the Society for Ecological Restoration’s (SER) for 

SCCF's new Marine Lab Director, Dr. Loren Coen

See Marine Lab Director, page 2
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this Program’s achievements.  In 2007, he 
received a NOAA Restoration Center Excel-
lence in Restoration Award based on his res-
toration and related research achievements.  

Dr. Coen has also been involved with is-
sues related to the potential introduction of 
a non-native oyster from China and/or Ja-
pan into U.S. waters, sampling along China’s 
coast with researchers from VIMS, FIT, and 
many Chinese research institutions.

Dr. Coen has organized two Internation-
al Benthic Ecology Meetings in Mobile, AL; 
he has been on the Program Committee for 
numerous Biennial International Shellfish 
Restoration Conferences in South Carolina, 
and served on the Executive Board of the 
National Shellfisheries Association.  He has 
been involved with  graduate programs at the 
University of South Alabama, the College of 
Charleston, the University of South Caro-
lina, and at Clemson University.  He is also 
currently working with The Nature Conser-
vancy on their worldwide marine initiative 

entitled ‘Shellfish@Risk.’  
In 2004, he helped organize a workshop 

whose aim was "to examine and evaluate oys-
ter restoration metrics for assessing ecological 
function, sustainability and success."  The out-
come of this is now a dedicated website www.
oyster-restoration.org, a soon-to-go-live Wiki 
collaborative area and the creation of a techni-
cal Oyster Restoration Working Group 

At SCCF, Dr. Coen is interested in tack-
ling the diverse systems and associated prob-
lems of Southwest Florida, both of local and 
non-local origin, including studying the im-
pacts of projects like CERP being proposed 
to remedy those problems.

Local water quality concerns will provide 
an opportunity for Dr. Coen to pursue his 
work on the potential for oysters to positively 
impact eutrophication in estuaries.

"We are still facing serious challenges but 
as we move forward, Dr. Coen's energy and 
expertise will be a tremendous asset," added 
Erick Lindblad. "I'm glad he's here."

Marine Lab Director
Continued from Page 1

School Groups Visit the Nature Center
Among the groups visiting the Nature Center in November were schoolchildren from 

The Sanibel School and from Heights Elementary School. 



Added to the fun and celebration, SCCF members can 
save 25% on purchases that total $100 or more. So if you’ve 
been waiting to purchase those Lucas Century wine glasses, 
Mariposa tableware or a giant hammered-metal heron or 
sea turtle, now is the time. 

There are also many won-
derful nature books for adults 
and children that make excellent 
gifts. For the outdoorsman (or 
woman) there is a good selection 
of hiking and fishing shirts and 
vests. 

For purchases that total un-
der $100, members will receive 
their regular 10% discount. 
Come join us to find something 
special for someone on your 
holiday list… or for yourself!
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Shop & Sip... and Save!   Monday, December 10 from 5 - 7 p.m.

Living Safely with Alligators

In addition to the monthly “Gator Tales” programs 
for visitors and residents, a gathering of neighborhood 
“Gator Greeters”  is planned for Thursday, December 13 
at 2 p.m. in the SCCF auditorium.  If you would like to 
be the representative for your street, neighborhood, or 
sub-division to greet new homeowners and renters please 
call Dee at 472-2329.  To help “Gator Greeters” spread 
the word, a new SCCF handout is now available and we 
have “Gator Caution” signs for sale.  Stopping the feed-
ing of gators is the way to ensure our safety and the ga-
tors’ survival on Sanibel.  If you can’t make the meeting 
but want to help, give Dee a call.  

Right: Dee Serage with one of the new Gator Caution signs.

SCCF Smart Sack
You can now say no to “Paper or Plastic?” when 

you use SCCF’s Smart Sack while shopping.  Made 
of strong rip-stop nylon, the bag is lightweight (just 
2 ounces) and fits compactly into a small pouch that 
easily slips into your purse or pocket.  One Smart 
Sack is large enough to hold the equivalent of 2 to 
3 plastic grocery bags; the bottom of the bag is gus-
seted so milk and egg cartons will sit flat.  

On average 1,000 bags are brought home by 
a family annually.  Using just one Smart Sack for 
a year can replace 300 to 700 disposable bags.  So 
do something good for Mother Earth and make the 

SCCF Smart Sack a 
part of your shopping 
routine.  Available for 
just $10 in the Gift 
Shop.

SCCF's Smart 
Sacks also rate high 
on usability: the bag 
is washable and its 
handles are the perfect 
length for holding in 
your hand or going 
over your shoulder. 

Don’t miss out on Shop & Sip, a special shopping event for SCCF members, Monday, December 10 from 5 - 7 
p.m. at the Nature Shop and Bookstore. Staff and board members will be on hand to serve champagne, wine and light 
hors d’oeuvres to holiday shoppers. 

Bid your friends a "Merry 
Crittermas" with SCCF's 
2007 Holiday cards, de-
signed by Jaye Boswell.  
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Seagrasses and water clarity
If there is any good news coming 

from the current drought, it is that the 
lack of releases from Lake Okeechobee 
have meant that we have clearer water 
-- and seagrasses are coming back, es-
pecially colonizers like shoal grass and 
widgeon grass. These two species are 
thin and fast growing. If water clarity 
stays high, turtle grass, too, will eventu-
ally recover. 

One indicator of water clarity is the 
Secchi depth, which is equivalent to 
the “Bernie Fowler sneaker index” that 
some community monitoring groups 
use. No boat or fancy equipment is 
needed: they walk out until they can’t 
see their sneakers and record the water 
depth. The greater the sneaker index, 
the better for seagrasses. If you want to 
learn more about seagrass communi-
ties, our new intern, Megan Fennikan, 
is leading seagrass wading trips where 
you can learn all about the local sea-
grass community and our monitoring 
methods.

Red drift algae 
Right now, there’s much less red 

drift algae growing offshore and washing 
up on the beach than last year. There’s 
also been less in the Sound. This reduc-
tion in biomass is probably the result 
of a combination of reduced nutrients 
(sediments are depleted), lower land-
derived inputs, and increased grazing 
intensity (last year, red tide had deci-
mated the crustaceans and gastropods 
that feed on algae). Last year, we found 
more than a dozen types of algae on the 
beach in drifts up to two feet high, but 
now, there are just a few clumps of a few 
types hanging on. One type, Hypnea is 
particularly good at hanging on. After it 
is dislodged, it wraps around whatever 
it drifts up next to and keeps growing.

Lyngbya
There was a lot of the macroalga, 

Lyngbya, around the Sound and else-
where. The densities and duration of 
high biomass were much greater than 
even last year. The higher densities may 
be caused by the wide dispersal of seed 
populations last year. This year, grass 
beds in shallow areas around the Sound 
were covered in mats of  Lyngbya ma-
juscula, a cyanobacteria. These mats 
reduce light levels for the seagrasses 
and slow their growth. Some strains of 
Lyngbya are toxic but luckily, our local 
strain has not been.  We know this be-
cause our samplers haven’t been itching. 
In Australia, in areas where the toxin 
production is high, swimmers can de-
velop quite a rash. 

This summer, we again hosted a 
team of scientists studying Lyngbya’s 
toxins and how water quality affects its 
growth. In freshwater and in salt water, 
cyanobacteria thrive when phosphorus 
loadings are high. When phosphorus 
is readily available, the growth of mac-
roalgae is limited by the availability of 
usable nitrogen, but cyanobacteria like 
Lyngbya can use free nitrogen (through 
nitrogen fixation) that other primary 
producers can not. Lyngbya mats float 
away when they get too thick, and if 
they are carried away by the tide, nutri-

ents are exported with them.

Trichodesmium
This was a record year forTrichodes-

mium. This summer, a large bloom of 
this planktonic cyanobacteria from the 
Gulf washed into the Sound. At some 
docks and in some canals, the dying 
cells caused pink water when they re-
leased their water soluble pigment (phy-
coerythrin). Tricho blooms in the Gulf 
are usually followed by Karenia brevis 
(which causes Florida red tide). In the 
open Gulf this is partly because the ni-
trogen that is fixed by Trichodesmium 
relieves the nitrogen limitation of other 
algae, including Karenia. Trichodesmi-
um produces toxins although they usu-
ally affect only plankton. 

Red tide
During the winter, red tide was one 

cause of live scallops washing ashore for 
months. In February, a bloom sprang 
up in the Sound before it was detected 
offshore. It quickly disappeared, but 
two weeks later about 29 manatee bod-
ies were recovered and it is suspected 
that the following may be one of the 
reasons: Seagrasses are often covered 
by epiphytic filter-feeding organisms 
such as colonial tunicates, bryozoans, 
and hydrozoans. These can concentrate 
Karenia and its toxins, making the beds 
lethal for weeks after the cell counts are 
down. Manatees eat seagrasses whole, 
and may not discriminate between clean 
and epiphytized plants, so they are vul-
nerable to the toxins stored in the tis-
sues of the filter-feeders. Luckily for sea 
turtles, they graze young, uncolonized 
blades in areas they keep mowed.

Recently another bloom in the Gulf 
reached over one million cells per liter 
and made it into Pine Island Sound af-
ter a few weeks. As of early November, 

Marine Laboratory
Update on Water Quality, Algae and Seagrass
by Rick Bartleson, Ph.D., 

Lyngbya covering grassbeds this spring.

See Marine Lab, Page 6
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Celebrating 40 Years -- the Big Birthday Party on Nov. 9
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A party with 500 of 
our closest friends!

Looking forward to the next 40!

Thanks for celebrating with us!
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In a recent press release the South Florida Water Man-
agement District (SFWMD) announced “Wet Season Over 
– Water Shortage Remains.”  This is likely to be the most sig-
nificant issue for our region this tourist season.  The District 
has identified Lake Okeechobee and the Lower West Coast as 
the two most critically dry basins heading into the dry season.  
Projections are that we will remain in a severe regional water 
shortage through March 2008.  At the present time we remain 
under Phase II water restrictions. Until further notice, water 
conservation will be critical to ensure that water resources re-
main available for public water supplies and wildlife.  

In an effort to reduce the critically low stage of Lake 
Okeechobee, the District continues to backflow the Caloosa-
hatchee from the Ortona Lock & Dam into Lake Okeecho-
bee. This has contributed to better conditions for the estuary. 

 
Targeting Sources of Pollution Locally

When it comes to water quality, it is what we do on land 
that determines the quality of our water. In an effort to address 
sources of pollution, Sanibel Mayor Mick Denham, as chair 
of a Regional Planning Council subcommittee, has identified 
four initiatives for improving water quality throughout the 
region.  Fertilizer use, wastewater discharges, regional water 
drainage and stormwater runoff will be addressed through 
development of resolutions presented to the members of the 
Council for adoption in their communities. 

Fertilizer use was the first initiative to be introduced to 
the Council and has resulted in several communities adopting 
local ordinances.  Sanibel was the first municipality to pass 
a fertilizer ordinance designed to reduce the phosphorus and 
nitrogen content in fertilizer, require the use of slow release 
formulas, provide for rainy season blackout periods and fer-
tilizer-free buffers from the edge of wetlands and waterbodies.  
Sarasota County has passed an ordinance and Lee County is in 
the review and public comment period for their ordinance.  

We applaud Lee County for committing to the develop-
ment of a fertilizer ordinance but are asking them to consider 
a stronger ordinance than has been drafted.  Specifically, the 
Lee County ordinance has been drafted to apply only to land-
scape professionals and would not apply to homeowners. This 
limited focus leaves out the largest segment of the population 
using fertilizers and undermines our opportunity to educate 

the public about the affect of fertilizer runoff on water.  We 
encourage you to share your comments in support of a strong 
ordinance with the Commissioners.  We have posted our let-
ter and technical recommendations on our website, www.sccf.
org.  We suggest: 
•	 Include	all fertilizer applicators in the ordinance, both 

professional and homeowner;
•	 Expand	the	restricted	rainy	season	blackout	for	applica-

tion of fertilizer to include June.  Average rain fall in June 
is 27% of the rainy season total;  

•	 Adopt	the	state	Fertilizer	Rule	limitation	of	0.25	pounds	
of phosphorus per 1000 sf/application and 0.50 pounds 
per 1000 sf/year;

•	 Require	that	fertilizer	contain	no	less	than	50%	slow	
release nitrogen;

•	 Establish	a	25-foot	fertilizer-free	buffer	zone	adjacent	to	
wetlands and waterbodies to follow the  requirements in 
State wetland permits;

•	 Strongly	encourage	a	six-foot	low	maintenance	zone	
adjacent to wetlands and waterbodies;

•	 Provide	for	public	information	and	retail	signage.
A resolution to address wastewater treatment and package 

plant discharges is currently under development to encourage 
the reduction and elimination of surface water discharges of 
treated wastewater.  Nowhere is this issue more current than 
on Sanibel, where high levels of enterococcus caused recent 
beach closures.  Throughout Lee County and the region this 
is an important issue for public health and safety as well as 
nutrient loading of our rivers and coastal waters. 

In coming months resolutions will be drafted to address 
the remaining two initiatives.  

Statewide Fertilizer Rule
We are also engaged in making recommendations to the 

Consumer Fertilizer Taskforce on revisions to the Statewide 
Fertilizer Rule which is being fast-tracked for presentation to 
the legislature in January 2008.  Many of the issues are the 
same as those identified above for our local ordinance, but a 
meaningful Statewide rule would provide a uniform guideline 
for formulation of fertilizer, training/certification of profes-
sionals and educational programs for the public.  

Natural Resource Policy
Drought and Water Quality
by Rae Ann Wessel, Natural Resource Policy Director

our counts in the Sound were back to zero. This is a great 
relief, since last year a bloom came into the Sound in May 
with about 400,000 cells per liter, and then intensified to 

concentrations up to 30 million per liter in July. Lower nu-
trient levels this year may be one reason the blooms haven’t 
intensified when they’ve entered the Sound.

Marine Lab
Continued from page 4
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Native Plant Nursery

by Jenny Evans, Nursery Manager

Win a Native Landscaping Makeover from the Native Plant Nursery
In honor of SCCF's 40th Anniversary -- and as a Kickoff for our New Landscaping Services

Do you cringe at the sight of your yard?  Is it full of non-
native, invasive plants, devoid of wildlife, and excessive in its 
water consumption?  If you answered yes to these questions, 
a landscape renovation may be in order. 

In celebration of SCCF’s 40th anniversary and as a kickoff for 
our new landscaping services, the Native Plant Nursery is holding 
a contest where you can win a Native Landscaping makeover.  

To enter, read all entry guidelines and fill out an entry form 
(right).  Applicants who answer all entry questions correctly will 
be placed into a random drawing to win.  Applications must be 
received by Thursday, January 31 at 5 p.m., and a winner will 
be selected at random in mid-February.  The winner will receive 
a consultation with nursery staff, design and planting of a front 
yard landscape up to 2,000 square feet, using only Florida na-
tive plants, as well as environmentally friendly maintenance of 
this area for one year -- worth about $5,000!  Entry guidelines 
and an application are below.

Entry Guidelines:
 1. The entry must be for a single family residential front 

yard.
 2. The winning property must be located on Sanibel or 

Captiva Islands.
 3. The design will include only Florida native plants.  

Consultation with the winner will be made previous 
to the landscape design to assess their expectations and 
preferences for the area.

 4. The winning yard should be free of non-native, invasive plants 
at the start of landscaping work.  An updated list of invasive 
plants can be obtained at the Native Plant Nursery, or online 
at the Florida Exotic Pest Plant Council’s website at:  www.
fleppc.org/list/07list_ctrfld.pdf.  The Native Plant Nursery is 
available to help identify any questionable plants; feel free to 
drop by the nursery with a sample for identification.

 5. Nursery staff will maintain the newly planted area in 
an environmentally friendly manner for one year after 
installation.  All new plants will be hand-pruned dur-
ing this period, and nursery staff will not utilize any 
fertilizers.  For one year as necessary, maintenance re-
sponsibilities will include watering, weeding, prun-
ing, pest management, and general plant health of the 
newly installed landscape, not to include other areas 
of the winner’s yard.  If necessary, during and after the 
one-year period, nursery staff will communicate with 
the property owner’s contracted landscaping company 
regarding native plants and their maintenance require-
ments.  Maintenance after the one-year period is the 
responsibility of the property owner.

 6. Property owners must allow SCCF to place a small sign 
(approximately 12 by 12 inches) near the new land-
scape, identifying SCCF and the Native Plant Nursery 
as the landscape designers and installers. 

 7. Temporary irrigation may be installed to allow the new 
plants to become established.  It is expected that no ir-
rigation will be needed in this area after the plants are 
established.

 8. The Native Plant Nursery will make every effort to 
work around and incorporate existing elements of the 
landscape, including existing plants, irrigation, light-
ing, or pathways.

 9. The native landscape design will not incorporate any new 
turfgrass areas, new impervious surfaces, including stone, 
brick, shell, or gravel pathways, or new landscape lighting.  

10. Unfortunately, due to equipment requirements, the 
Native Plant Nursery will not be able to makeover any 
septic field areas, unless they have been fully removed 
and graded with the rest of the yard.

11. It is expected that the winning landscape will reach ma-
ture size in 5 - 7 years.  The largest plants installed on 
the winning landscape will be in 15 gallon containers.

12. SCCF employees and Board of Trustees are not eligible.

Nursery Field Trip:  Worden Organic Farm and 
Babcock/Webb Wildlife Area:

Our next SCCF Native Plant Nursery outing will have 
two stops.  First we will spend the morning at the lush 55 acre 
Punta Gorda organic farm owned and operated by Eva and 
Chris Worden.  Both Yale PhDs., the Wordens will provide us 
with the opportunity to learn about the farm’s ecological tech-
niques used to conserve resources and protect soil and water re-
sources, wildlife and human health.  And, yum, we will be able 
to purchase some of their delectable produce. The Worden’s 
tour fee is $10. Bring your cooler with ice and a picnic lunch!

Following the farm tour, if time allows, we will make the 
short drive over to nearby Babcock/Webb Wildlife Manage-
ment Area.  Encompassing over 70,000 acres, this fabulous, 
pristine area offers renowned birding and wildlife viewing op-
portunities.  Check out the website, www.myfwc.com to re-
view the list of critters in residence.  The State charges a $3 
entrance fee to the wildlife area.   

If you only wish to go to Worden Farm, that is fine.  Meet 
us in the SCCF parking lot at 8:30 a.m. on Thursday, Decem-
ber 13. We encourage carpooling. Come join us!  We want 
to give the Wordens a head count so please call 472-2329 for 
reservations by December 5.



Name:           Phone

Mailing Address

Site Address

What are the approximate dimensions of the area to be landscaped

Do you currently have any non-native, invasive plants on your property? (You may obtain a list at the Native Plant Nursery or 
online at: http://www.fleppc.org/list/07list_ctrfld.pdf )  If so, what species?

Name 10 Florida native plants that you think will do well in your front yard.  Why are they appropriate for your property, and what 
benefit do they have to Sanibel and Captiva’s environment

You can enter by mail, fax, or email.  Please send by mail to:  Sanibel-Captiva Conservation Foundation, P.O. Box 839, Sanibel FL 
33957; by fax to: (239)472-6421; or by email to: jevans@sccf.org

Thanks for your entry, and good luck!

Win a Native Landscaping Makeover
Official Contest Entry

Do You Like to Dig in the Dirt?   

The Native Plant Nursery is looking for volunteers during this upcoming season!  If playing in the dirt sounds 
fun to you, please come to an orientation session for new volunteers on Thursday, December 6, 2007 at 2 p.m. or 
on Tuesday, January 8, 2007 at 10 a.m.  We will be discussing different volunteer opportunities within the nursery, 
including scheduling and additional training opportunities.  For more information, call Jenny at 472-1932.
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Wildlife Habitat Management
Dedication of the Wildlife Habitat Management Facility
by Chris Lechowicz, Technical Coordinator / Herpetologist   

On October 26, 2007, donors, friends and staff of SCCF 
celebrated the opening of the new Wildlife Habitat Manage-
ment Facility. Over 50 people attended this ribbon cutting 
event. Children of the Haas family, the major donor for this 
project, cut the ribbon after SCCF Executive Director Erick 
Lindblad, and the Wildlife Habitat Program Director Brad 
Smith, spoke about how overdue this building is and what it 
means to the program. A dedication plaque was situated out-
side the front door, thanking all the donors and volunteers 
that helped make this building a reality.

Tables, chairs and decorations were setup in the garage 
of the Wildlife Habitat Management Facility, and a catered 
dinner was served as visitors explored the rooms of the 
new building. A bucket lift was on location so that visitors 
could observe the site from 45 feet above the ground. With 
music, drinks and many friends present, this event will be 
long remembered in SCCF history.

End-of-year financial planning is a great 
time to consider a gift to the SCCF endow-
ments. Donors are encouraged to respond to 
the $50,000 challenge grant made by the Mes-
sengers of Healing Winds Foundation earlier 
in the year.

A new planning guide has been created to 
help you consider the options and benefits as-
sociated with making a planned gift to SCCF.  
Please call Cheryl Giattini at 239/395-2768 or 
e-mail cgiattini@attglobal.net to request a copy.

New endowment donors will be honored at the March 3 Legacy Society Dinner 
at the Sanctuary Clubhouse.

Legacy News

Annual Fund Drive Update

The Haas children cutting the ribbon at the dedication 
ceremoney (from left:)   Mariah, Katie, Nathan and Abby, 
with an assist from Dad, Bill.

Slowly but surely, SCCF supporters are 
responding to the 2007-2008 Annual Fund 
Drive. If you haven't done so already, please 
consider an end-of-year gift to the Fund Drive. 
We need everyone's financial support in our 
ongoing efforts to preserve the land and pro-
tect the waters on and around Sanibel and 
Captiva. For more information about this 
year's Fund Drive, please contact Cheryl Giat-
tini at 239/395-2768 or at cgiattini@attglobal.
net.
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December 2007 Program Schedule 

bUtterfly HoUse toUrs
When: Tuesdays at 10 a.m.
Where: Butterfly House
Fee: $1 donation
A guide will teach you about the life cycle and behavior 
of butterflies. The house is also open to visitors without 
a guide. 

dolpHin and Wildlife adventUre crUises
When:  Daily, 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Where:  Pine Island Sound; departs McCarthy’s Marina,   
Captiva
Fee: $20/adult, $12.50/children;
 Reservations required, call 472-5300
Narrated by Conservation Foundation docents, Captiva 
Cruises’ trips are a great way to view wildlife in Pine Island 
Sound.

fisH HoUse trip
When:  Wednesday, December 5. at 12:30 p.m.
Where:  Pine Island Sound, departs from 
 McCarthy’s Marina, Captiva
Fee: $45 per person
 Reservations required, call 472-2329
Always popular, the Fish House Trip is available Wednes-
day, December 5.  Departing at 12:30, the first stop is 
North Captiva’s Barnacle Phil’s for a late lunch (on your 
own). Explore some of the hidden reaches of Pine Island 
Sound, cruising by historic fish houses and Demere Key. 
Learn about the history of fishing as it relates to Pine Is-
land Sound and some of the research initiatives taking 
place today. Return to the dock about 4 p.m. The boat 
trip is $45/person and it fills up fast with a limit of 40 
passengers. Call SCCF at 472-2329 to reserve your place.

Gator tales
When:  Tuesday, Dec. 11. from 10 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Where:  Nature Center auditorium
Fee: Free to members and children, $5 for non-members
The biology of alligators is an ancient tale of survival. Flor-
ida’s history of gators and humans is closely intertwined. 
Learn about these fascinating creatures and what we must 
do to ensure our safety and their survival on the islands.

native plant class & Garden toUr
When:  Tuesday, December 18 at 10 a.m.
Where: Meet at the Nature Center to carpool to the garden
Fee: Free to members, $5 for non-members; 
 call Dee at 472-2329 for more information
Would you like to see how other people “landscape for wild-

life” with Florida’s native plants? Join the Foundation for 
a native garden tour and you might get ideas for your own 
landscape.

otters & otHers: life alonG oUr trails
When: Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday at 9 a.m.
Where: Meet at Nature Center and proceed to trails
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for 
 nonmembers
Guided walk through the interior wetlands and mid-island 
ridges of the Center Tract with discussion of native hab-
its, natural and cultural history, and preservation efforts. 

resident environMental overvieW
When: Monday, December 10, 2 - 5:30 p.m..
Where: Starts at the Nature Center and concludes on 
 Captiva at McCarthy's Marina.
Learn about the history of the islands at a class offered 
to residents and those who work on the islands free of 
charge; others will be charged $20 per person. Reserva-
tions required. Call 472-2329.  And after the boat tour, 
you're invited to stop back at the Nature Center for our annual 
Shop & Sip.

sHop & sip
When: Monday, December 10 from 5 - 7 p.m.
Where: Nature Shop & Bookstore
Sample our special shopping event for members, when 
staff and Board members will be on hand to serve cham-
pagne, wine and light hors d'oeuvres to holiday shoppers.  
See Page 3 of your Member Update for details.

stars over sanibel
When: Wednesday, December 12; 7:30 p.m.
Where: Meet on the Nature Center porch, proceed to trails. 
Fee: $5/adult; $2/child
Indulge your natural curiosity about the mysteries of the 
universe as we discuss constellations, our solar system, and 
distant stars within the Milky Way galaxy.

tUrtle tracks
When: Thursdays at 9 a.m.
Where: Meet at the Nature Center for a trip to a beach
Fee: Free to members and children, $3 for    
 nonmembers, beach parking fee $2/hour
Learn about the life cycles and habits of the sea turtles that 
nest on our beaches, as well as other local marine life.

Nature Center, 3333 Sanibel-Captiva Road (1	mile	west	of	Tarpon	Bay	Road) 
Nature Center (239) 472-2329; Nursery (239) 472-1932

Marine Laboratory (239) 395-4617  
Trails, Education Center, Nature Shop and Bookstore: $3/adult, children under 17 free, members free.

Hours: Open 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon. through Fri. 
Native Plant Nursery: Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. through Fri.
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WadinG trip
When: Friday, November 2; Wednesday, November 14 
 and Tuesday, November 27 at 9 a.m.
Where: Meet in auditorium of the Nature Center and   
 travel to nearby beach (to be determined)
Fee: Members and children under 17 free; $5 for   
 nonmembers. Call 472-2329 for reservations.
Explore underwater wonders with a guide from SCCF. You 
will see critters up close and learn about marine and estua-
rine ecology. We also discuss what is being done to research 
and protect the waters surrounding the islands. Bring old 
clothes and/or a bathing suit, closed-toe water shoes, a hat, 
sunglasses, sunscreen and a towel. Reservations are required. 
Call 472-2329 to register and for directions.

Worden orGanic farMs & babcock toUr
When: Thursday, Dec. 13, meet at 8:30 a.m.
Where: Meet in the Nature Center parking lot; carpooling
  is encouraged. Bring a cooler with ice and a picnic 
 lunch.
Fee: $10 for Worden Farm tour. Reservations required - 
 call 472-2329 for reservations by Dec. 5
The Native Plant Nursery will lead an outing to the lush 
55-acre organic farm owned and operated by Eva and 
Chris Worden. If time allows, we will stop at Babcock/
Webb Wildlife Management Area. See page 7 of your 
Member Update for more info.

Stars Over Sanibel

by Kristie Anders, Education Director
December Meteor Showers

December nights when the skies are bright and crisp, 
sky watching can be spectacular. Winter constellations for 
me are easier to define.  Taurus’s  deep-V horn of stars 
charge toward  the warrior, Orion.  The belt of Orion 
looks tilted to one side by the weight of his sword. 

There are several meteor showers that occur during 
the month, so chances are good to see a shooting star on 
just about any night. One of the best opportunities of the 
entire year will be December 14 and into early morning 
hours of December 15. Although some may be small, the 
prediction is for fifty to one hundred per hour on that 
evening. It is the peak of the Geminid meteor shower.

These celestial events usually occur when the earth, as 
it circles the sun, passes through an area in space where de-
bris from comets have been left behind.  Scientists believe 
the Geminid shower is different, and is caused by pieces 
of an asteroid called Phaethon.  The Geminid meteors 
have distinct characteristics:  they are brighter and move 
more slowly and -- although white is the dominate color -- 
some meteors in this shower will appear yellow, red, blue 
or green. It’s the kind of shower that people can actually 
say to one another “look, look” and there will still be time 
for someone else to see the streak in the sky.

There are not many communities that have the dark 
skies enjoyed by Sanibel and Captiva. Sign and lighting 
ordinances put in place a decade ago, have protected our 
view of the night sky; if you question that, just go outside 
any night and look east. You will see the urban glow of 
Cape Coral and Fort Myers. In other places the stars are 
dimmed by air pollution.  If you will not be on the islands 
for the meteor showers, you should still be able to enjoy 
the sight if you can see all the stars in the little dipper.

I am hesitant to tell you to watch on this particular 
evening because an experience almost 40 years ago marred 
me for life. I was working a summer camp, promising chil-

dren they would not have to go to bed until every one had 
seen a shooting star during the Perseids shower of early 
August, the most intense shower of the summer. The hu-
midity was low, it was close to a new moon and everything 
seemed to be coming together well as the children lay on 
their backs in a big grassy field looking up at the dark sky.  
Did I say dark sky? It was dark because a thunderstorm 
had grown quickly and roared through the valley. Kids 
ran for the rec room and the camp counselors ran for their 
bunk house.  It remained cloudy for the remainder of the 
night.  I was alone with 60 kids for an all-night slumber 
party and -- trust me -- not a single child was slumbering 
much before 2 a.m.

Wherever you are in North America, spend time dur-
ing the longest nights of the year looking up. I am not 
promising you will see shooting stars but if the night is 
clear, there is a pretty good chance you will -- particularly 
in the wee hours of many long December nights. 

Big O Birding Festival:
Just a heads up that the Big "O" Birding 

Festibal will be held January 25 -27 in Moore 
Haven, with Keynote Speaker Dr. Ryan Wheeler 
on "Ancient Artists Found Instpiration in Florida 
Bires."  

Lecturers include Mark Kiser -- "Great Flor-
ida Birding Trail;" Debbie Misotti -- "Talking 
Monkeys;" Dr. Robert Fulton -- "Ivory-Billed 
Woodpecker" and Dr. Nancy Dale -- "Pioneers in 
Glades County."

Dr. Paul Gray, Alvin Ward, Larry Luckey and 
Margaret England will be leading tours  

For info, visit www.bigobirdingfestival.com.
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NATURE CENTER
3333 Sanibel-Captiva Rd.

(1 mile west of Tarpon Bay Rd.)
(239) 472-2329

www.sccf.org

Nature Center Hours:
Monday	through	Friday	Open	

8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. from 
October	through	May

Open	8:30	a.m.	to	3	p.m.	from	
June through September

Saturdays
Open	10	a.m.	to	3	p.m.	from	

December through April

Closed	Saturdays
from	May	through	November

Native Plant Nursery Hours:
Monday	through	Friday	Open	

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Saturdays
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

from December through April

Closed	Saturdays
from	May	through	November

Call	(239)	472-1932
for information.

Trails, Education Center, 
Nature	Shop	&	Bookstore:	
$3/adult,	children	under	17	

free, members free.
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The Foundation began a cavity nest-
ing bird program in 1996 working with 
Don and Lillian Stokes to design nest-
ing boxes for Great Crested Flycatchers, 
Screech owls, and woodpeckers.  With 
the hurricanes and the passing of 10 
years, a nest box handyperson is needed 
to straighten poles and add new boxes to  
the Nature Center trails.   

If you are interested, please call Dee 
at 472-2329 ext 214.

Volunteer Needed as Nest Box Handyperson

Everglades Coalition Conference -- Save the Date!
The largest gathering of conservation organizations, state and federal agency 

personnel and state and federal politicians is scheduled for January 10-13, 2008. It 
is in our own backyard at South Seas Island Resort. Early registration is $140. The 
price goes up in late December. Tentative speakers include Governor Crist, Senator 
Nelson, and Congressman Connie Mack.  Speakers who have already accepted the 
invitation are former Senator Bob Graham, County Commissioner Ray Judah, and 
a man of many talents, Porter Goss:  former mayor of Sanibel, County Commis-
sioner, Congressman and CIA Director.

This is an excellent way to learn about all of the components of Everglades Res-
toration work, including what isn’t working and what strategies may be employed to 
get it right.  You can also meet the key people working throughout South Florida for 
the greater Everglades ecosystem.  Go to www.evergladescoalition.org for details.
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